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INDE.X.
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM-Continued
Taxation
property exempt from .
19
P~OI
4012
nil'ersity of Toronto
representation on Board 4009
rights over the lands of the museum . 4010
grants by. for buildings ;.............. . .. 4011
re-imbursement of one-half by Province . . 4011
RULES
Interpretation
power to make. pending commencement of Act authorizing 2
words to have same meaning as in Act authorizing. 2
consolidation or amendment of Act. effect of........................... 4
power to make includes power to alter or revoke............. .. .... 7
RULES OF COURT-
Interpretation
rules to be as prescribed.................................................................. 8
meaning of 11
RULES OF THE ROAD
see Highway Traffic
RURAL HYDRO.ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION
3238
grants in aid of distribution works in rural power districts .. 752
grants in aid of works of corporation supplying power in ad-
joining township or in rural power district 752
grants chargeable to capital account.. 752
SAFETY ZONES
HighW'a)'s
setting aside of. on
SAILOR
2854
Will of
validity of 1477. 1478 .
SALE OF GOODS
Acceptance of Goods
what constitutes 1691
effect of on right of action where conditions not fulfilled by
vendor 1693
duty of buyer as to 1698
effect of refusing 1701
Action
includes counterclaim and set-off............................................... . 1689
right. duty or liability generally enforceable by....... 1707
820 iNDEX
SALE OF GOODS-Continued
Agreement to Sell
what constitutes .
when to become a sale
Auction
general rules governing sales by
JAOK
1690
1690
1707
1708
Bailee
loss of seller's lien on delivery to . 1702
Bill of Exthange
where attached to bill of lading,--effect of non-acceptance.. 1696
Dill of Lading
transmission of where made out to order of seller or his agent 1696
purchaser must return if accompanying bill of exchange not
accepted 1696
Bill of Sale
law rCijpecting not affected
Breach of Contract
rights of seller against goods 1701
lien 1702
stoppage in transitu 1703
re-sale 1704
action for 1705
price of goods sold 1705
action for damages for non-acceptance .... 1705
action by buyer for damages for non-delivery.. 1705
measure of damages .1705,1706
action for specific performance 1706
damages for breach of warranty.. 1706
special damages, right to recovery of 1706
Breach of 'Varranty
action for damages
measure of damages
Bulk Sales of Stock
see Bulk Sales
Chattel Mortgages
law respecting not affected
1706
1706
1732
1708
1708
Common Carrier
effect of delivery of goods by 1'eller to 1700
loss of unpaid seller's lien on delivery to 1702
right of stoppage in transitu while goods in possession of.... 1703
Common Law
continues to apply except as expressly provided.................. 1708
Conditional Sales
law respecting not affected
Conditions and Warranties
when stipulations as to time not to be of essence of contract 1692
election by buyer as to waiver of condition or breach of
warranty 1698
distinction between 1693
breach of warranty 1693
1. DE-'\{.
SALE OF GOODS--Continued
Conditions and Warranties-:-Continued
fulfilment excused by impossibility .
implied conditions and warranties .
sale by description .
implied conditions as to quality or fitness .
on sales by sample .
21
1693
1693
1693
1694
1694
1694
Contract of Sale
includes agreement to sell 1689
what constitutes 1690
may be absolute or conditional 1690
transfer of property in goods constitutes sale............................ 1690
when agreement to sell becomes a sale 1690
capacity,-supply of necessaries to minors, etc 1690. 1691
Contracting Parties
capacity of 1690, 1691
Damages
measure of, how determined y............................................ 1706
action for breach of contract 1705, 1706
Deliverable State .
what to be deemed 1690
Delivery
meaning of 1689
future delivery, when writing required 1691
retention of property in goods notwithstanding........................ 1696
duty of seller as to 1698
rules as to 1698, 1699
notice to purchaser to take 1701
Description
implied condition when goods sold by
Document of Title
meaning of 1689
effect of retention of after transfer of goods............................ 1698
Duress
law as to not affected except as expressly provided 1708
Examination of Goods
rights of purchase!' as to 1700
Formalities of Contract
when writing required 1691
contracts for future goods .. 1691
what constitutes acceptance of goods 1691
Fraud
law as to not affected except as expressly provided 1708
Future Goods
what to be deemed 1691
rules as to passing of property in 1696
.
Implication of Law
negativing by usage, agreement, etc. 1707
822 INDE.'X.
Ontario .
SALE OF GOOD5--Continued
Implied Conditions and Warranties
right to sell ,.. . .
quiet possession , ..
freedom from charges ._, .
as to quality or fitness . .
on sales by sample . .
Impossibility
excuse for nonfulfillment of condition or warranty
Infants
liability for necessaries
Insolvency
what to be deemed , .
right of stoppage in transitu of seller.
Instalments
rules as to delivery by
Intention of Partic3
rules for determining .
Law Merchant
continues to apply except as expressly provided.
Lien
of unpaid seller, right of
when enforeeable .
retention of goods under
when seller loses .
Lunatics
liability for necessaries
Market Overt
law as to does not apply in
i\lercantile Agent
meaning of .
delivery of goods by
Minors
liability for necessaries
Misrepresentation
law as to not affected except as expressly provided
Mistake
law as to not affected except as expressly provided.
Mortgages
Act not to apply to
Non-Acceptance of Goods
action for damages .
measure of damages ., , ..
1693
1693
1593
1694
1594
1693
1691
1600
1703
......1699, 1700
1695
1708
1702
1702
1702
1702
1691
1697
L698
1698
1691
1708
1708
1708
1705
1705
Part Delivcry
right of stoppage in transitu may be exercised all to remainder 1703
I~OEX.
SALE OF GOODS-Continued
23
Payment
should be concurrent with delivery 1698
duty of buyer as to 1698
unpaid seller, action for price 1705
Performance of Contract
duties of seller and buyer 1698
payment and delivery concurrent 1698
rules as to delivery 1698
time of delh'ery :.......................... 1699
expense of putting goods in deliverable state 1699
delivery of wrong quantity 1699
delh·er~· of goods not in accordance with contract... 1699
buyer not bound to accept delivery of goods by instalments.... 1699
where instalments not delivered as contracted for 1699
delivery to common carrier 1700
duty of seller as to contract with carrier 1700
right of buyer as to examination :......... 1700
acceptance of goods, what constitutes 1700
buyer refusing goods need not return them 1701
liability of buyer refusing to take delivery............................ 1701
Perishable Goods
right of re-sale by unpaid seller 1704-
Price
how ascertained 1692
reasonable price 1692
sale at valuation 1692
action for,-when seller may maintain 1705
Principal and Agent
law as to not affected except as expressly provided 1708
Property
transfer of 1695
intention of parties,-rules for ascertaining 1695
where draft on purchaser sent with bill of lading 1696
Quality
meaning of 1689
implied condition or warranty as to 1694
Resale
right of seller 1701
when and how exercisable 1704
Reasonable Price
when buyer to pay.......................................................................... 1692
to be question of fact.... 1692
Reasonable Time
what is, is question of fact 1707
Rescission of Contract
exercis~ of right of lien or stoppage in transitu does not effect 1704
when resale of goods will effect 1704
Reser-re Bid
right to 1707
Risk
passes with transfer of property.................................................. 1697
0-33
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SALE OF GOODS-Continued
Sample
implied conditions and warranties in sales by
Specific Performance
powers of court as to Ol'dering
Stoppage in Transitu
right of unpaid seller _ .
when and how enforceable.
1694
1706
1703
1703
1695
Time
when stipulations not deemed to be of GSscnce of contract 1692
Title to Goods
sale by person other than owner _, ,,_....... 1697
law as to market overt does not apply in Ontario __ ._..... 1697
purchase in good faith from seller with voidable title...... 1697
passes to buyer on resale by original seller or purchaser. 1704
Unascertained Goods
property not transferred to buyer until ascertained..
deemed to be
validate contract..
Unpaid Seller
when seller
rights of "' .
Usage
negativing implication of law
Valuation
agreement to sell at
Warranty
meaning of .,.; .
when condition to be treated as
what implied .
damages for breach of
Waiver
by buyer of fulfilment of condition by seller
loss of seller's lien by................ . .
Writing
when necessary to
SALE OF PROPERTY
Fraud
liability for eoncealment of deeds, ete...
SALE OF UNWROUGHT METALS
provincial Iieense and regulations
SAMPLE
Sale of Goods By
, implied conditions
1701
........1701-1704
1707
1692
1690
1693
. 1693, 1694
1706
1693
1702
1691
1408
627
1694
I.NDEX. 82.>
. 4119,4120
4120
4123
SANATORIA FOR CONSUMPTIVES
Admission
by-law or agreement may define terms
Agreement
municipal corporations may enter into.
b)·-Iaws for entering into when appr<>Yed
with association _ _._
Association
agreement for establishment b)', and contribution to ..
PJ.,.
4120
4123
4120
4120
4120
412)
4121
4121
4121
4121
...4122,4123
4123
Board or Trustees
b)'-law or agrei!ment to provide for .
term o! office, limitation of.
incorporation and corporate name .
powers and duties . .
chairman and s~reta£)'
property vested in .
expropriation by _ .
control and management .
expenditure, restriction:!! uJ:on .
accepting donations _ .
BJ··Laws
for ralSmg necessary funds .
for establishment of sanatoria.
Closing
power of municipalit),
4120
4120
4123
Department or Health
reference of plans, sites, etc" to
Donations
power of board to accept .....
Establishment
powers of municipal corporation .
joint action by two or more corporations
provisional by-law .
~~~r:~e~; ~~~:r~~si~o:en: .~.:.~~~~~~ ~.~:::: .
agreement with association for .
Estimates
municipality may procure .
submission and approval of . .t .
when association establishes
4119
4123
4119
4119
4119
4119
4120
4123
4119
4119,4123
4123
Exemptions From Taxation
includes school rates
Expenditure
restriction upon
Expropriation
powers of board
Extensions
alterations, etc., approval of
4123
4122,4123
412)
4120
Grants
in aid, limit of 4122
826 INDEX.
SANATORIA FOR CONSUMPTIVES-Continued
Indigent Patients
limit of charge against municipality for .
Inspection
regulations by Lieutenant-Governor in Council....
Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities
approval of expropriation
inspection by .
Maintenance
agreement by municipal corporation 8a to
powers of board .
provincial and municipal grants .
annual rate for ,,, .
limit of charge for indigents
4124
U22
H21
,.....4124, U34
H20
4121
4122
4122
4124
Patients
liability of municipal corporation for maintenance.................... 4122
funeral expenses of _._... . __ . 4124, 4136
limit of charge against municipality for, when indigent 4124
Penalty
making false returns 4124
Plans
procuring, power
approval of
of :municipality as to submission
, , - ,,, .
and
...4119,4123
. .4119, 4123
Property
disposal of, on closing sanatorium.....
Provincial Aid
limit of ...
Provisional By·Law
submission and approval of
Regulations
of board, when approval required
Retunls
application of provisions as to
Site
report upon and approval of .
Tuberculosis
sanatorium receiving aid from Province not to refuse admis·
sion to person suffering from ....
SANATORIUM
Nurses Training Schools
establishment of
SANITARY CONVENIENCES
Installation of
in city over 200,000
4123
4119
4124
4124
4124
4144
8361
SAWLOGS
INDEX. 827
3894
Culling and lea tiring
see Cullers 2120
SAW MILLS
Provincial License
requirements as to 462
SCAFFOLDING
. Building Trades Protection
regulations to be complied with...................................................... 3446
SCHOOL
Compulsory Attendance At
see School Attendance 3916
Adolescent School Attendance 3923
Dental and ledical Inspection 3362, 3382
Department of Education
see Education, Department of........................... 3705
Industrial Schools
see Industrial Schools
J\lortmain
exception as to ,...................................................... 1382
See also Public Schools 3717
Auxiliary Classes 3807
Continuation Schools 3810
High Schools 3819
Separate Schools 3857
Industrial Schools ,........................................ 3894
Schools for Deaf and Blind 3902
School Attendance 3916
Adolescent School Attendance 3923
Vocational Education 3928
SCHOOL ATfENDANCE
Adoptive Parent
See Parent
Age
for compulsory attendance 3916
penalty for employing child illegally............................................ 3917
onus of proof 3922
Blindness
when not an excuse for non-attendance... 3917
Census
powers of board as to taking 3920
Clerk of Municipality
to furnish secretary of board with s<i,hool census.......... 3920
Conviction
not removable into Supreme Court................................................ 3921
828 INDEX.
SCHOOL AlTENDANCE-Continued
Corporation
proceedings against '"
Deafness
when not an excuse f()f non-attendance.
Employment of Children
when illegal _ .
right of officer to enter factories, etc.
r ..ol
3921
3917
3917
. 3918.. 3919
Excused Attendance
causes for ..
authorized employment
..........................•
of child..
,3916,3917
3918
Factories
right of school attendance officer to enter._,......
Forms
regulations 8S to
Guardian
See Parent
Holy Days
excuse from attendance on,.".,
Inspector
to have supervision of school attendance officers..
Justice of the Peace
certificate excusing attendance..
Matriculation
excuses from atteodance
3918
3922
3922
3921
3918
3917
Parent
duty of _................. 3916
wheo exempt from liability.. . _ . 3916,3917
notice to 3920
penalty or security from.. 3920
Penalty
employing children illegally .
parent or guardian contravening Act..
requiring security in lieu of .
proceedings to be taken by sehool attendance officer .
recovery and application of .
conviction not to be removed into Supreme Court
Private Instruction
when to excuse attendance....
enquiring as to the adequacy of
Provincial Officer
right to inquire as to instruction to non-attending child.
appointment of .
when to have authority of board of trustees
regulations as to ..
Public School Supporters
not compellable to use separnte schooL .
3917
3920
3920
3920
3921
3921
3916
3917
3917
3918
3918
3922
3922
INDEX.
SCHOOL ATIENDANCE-Continued
29
Regulations
power to make 3922
Roman Catholic
separate school supporters not compellable to use public school 3922
School
meaning of 3916
absence of excuse for non-attendance........................................ 3917
School Attendance Officers
Provincial officer, appointment 'and duties of.............................. 3918
appointment of in urban municipality.......................................... 3918
in townships, territory without municipal organization,
and unsurveyed territory 3919
powers 3918,3919
appointment unnecessary where there is a county officer........ 3919
rules for direction of......................................................... 3919
notice of appointment 3919
women to be eligible........................................................................ 3919
monthly report by............................................................................ 3919
truant officers to be....................................................... 3919
inquiries as to non-attendance 3920
proceedings to be instituted by.................. 3920
duty of teacher to report non-attendance or irregular at-
tendance to 3920, 3921
to be under supervision of inspector.............................................. 3921
regulations as to 3922
Security
may be required in lieu of imposing penalty.............................. 3920
Shops
. right of school attendance officer to enter.................................... 3919
Summary Convictions Act
application of 3921
Teacher
duty as to reporting non-attendance or irregular attendance..3920, 3921
reporting expulsion 3921
how to ascertain non-attendance.... 3921
Truant Officer
when to act as school attendance officer........................................ 3919
See School Attendance Officers
Unorganized Territory
provincial officer acting in place of board.................................... 3918
appointment of school attendance officers, etc. 3919
SCHOOL ATIENDANCE OF ADOLESCENTS
Adolescent
meaning of . 3923
requirements as to attendance.................................................... 3923
exceptions 3923, 3924
home permits 3924
employment certificates 3924
part time courses..... 3924, 3925
employment, when prohibited......................................................... 3925
suspension of during instruction 3926
courses of study....................................................... 3925
hours of instruction.......................................................................... 3926
to be included in lawful time of employment................ .. ........ 3926
830 INDE....
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OF ADOLESCENTS-Continued
Courses of Study
selection of
control of ...
Employment
when prohibited during school hours__ ....
where part time rouues established..
penalty for when illegal .
Employment Certificate .
when attendance officer may grant .
revocation of .
Home Permits
when not necessary_ .
when attendance officer may grant
revocation of .
3925
....3925, 3926
...................... 3924
.................. 3926
.................. .....3926, 3927
8924
3927
. 3923, 3924
3924
3927
Hours of Instruction
sUllpenllion of employment \luring................................................ 3926
to be reckoned as part of lawful working time.......................... 3926
Legislative Grant
to municipalities providing part time courses............................ 8927
......3924, 3927
.3926,3927
3927
3924
8927
3924
.....3924, 3926
3925
3925
3926
3926
3926
Part Time Courses
obligation to attend.. . .
exceptions .. .
employment prohibited during hours oL .
courses of study, establishment oL .
Inspeetion . .. ..
suspension of employment during .
time spent at to be included in legal hours of employment .
Penalties
liability to .
recovery and application..
Parent
applying for home permit or employment certificate
penalty for contravention of Act .
School Attendance Officer
powers and duties
Sickness
excusing attendance for
Summary Convictions Act
application of
3923
3927
SCHOOL SITES
Appeals
to county judge .
to divisional court with special lcave
Arbitration
agreements for submission to ..
appointment of arbitrator on refu!lal of owner to sell or agree
to .. ..
appointment of !\Ole arbitrator where owner unknown, etc .
3942
3942
3940
3940
3940
SCHOOL SITES-Continued
UTOFoX. 831
3938
3939
3942
3940
3946
3941
3942
3942
Arbitration-Continued
determination of claims of encumbrancers 3941
allowance for damages caused by severance 3941
costs of, how paid 3941
award, time for making 3941
form and registration of 3941
title vested in board on registration of 3941
not invalidated by informalities . 3942
validity of, determination of questions as to 3942
no appeal from, except by special leave 3942
application of provisions of Arbitration Act 3942
Board
meaning of !............................................... 3937
powers and duties of, subject to regulations 3937
power to acquire land for school sites 3938, 3939
right to enter and take possession of land 3939
Compensation
to owner of orchard, etc., on certificate of judge .
payment into Court of, on order for immediate entry .
where owner unknown .
agreements for determination by arbitration .
arbitration where owner refuses to sell or agree .
for damages caused by severance .
time for payment .
to stand in place of land .
Conyeyances
of sites to board .
County Judge
meaning of .
Crown Lands
appropriation of .
Damages
caused by severance, awarding .
Desistence
rights of board as to .
payment of costs of arbitration on .
Dwelling House
prohibition as to selecting site within 100 )'ards of .
Expropriation
powers of board as to .
expropriated land not to be exempt from taxation .
Fiduciary Owner
powers of, to sell .
Garden
prohibition as to selecting site within 100 yards of .
Judge
meaning of .
certificate as to selection of site .
Orchard
prohibition as to selecting site within 100 yards of .
3939
3937
420
3941
3941
3941
3938
3938
3938
3939
3938
3937
3938
3938
832 INDEX.
SCHOOL SITES-Continued
3942
3937
3938
...3720,3721
3865
3938
Owner
meaning of ' .
Pleasure Ground
prohibition as to selecting site within 100 yards of. ..
Proceedings
determination as to validity of
School Site
meaning of 3937
power to acquire land for .. 3938, 3939
of city to acquire adjoining land ....3938, 3939
to dispose of such land.. 3939
Selections
by rural public school board
by separate school board
restrictions on ..
Townships
restrictions on selection in 3938
SCHOOL TRUST CONVEYANCES
3943
3943
Powers of Trustees
in respect to land acquired 394.3
not to extend to public schools 394.3
Quantity
~f land, not to exceed 10 acres 394.3
Registration
of deed to be within 12 months 394.3
Trustees
how and by whom appointed.
successorship, how dehnnined
SCINTILLA JURIS
doctrine abolished 1402
SECRETARY AND REGISTRAR
appointment and salary 269
SECURITY BY PUBLIC OFFICERS
see Public Officers 296
SEDUCTION
Birth
who may bring action after expiry of six months from
Common Law Right
how far preserved ...
1160
1160
Division Court
action not to be brought in 1011
SEDucnON-Continued
INDEX. 33
P.OI
Guardian
when action may be brought by........................... .. 1160
Jury
action to be tried by........................ 920
laster
how far common law rights. of, preserved 1160
Parents
action maintainable by father or, after father's death, by
mother, although daughter residing elsewhere.................. 1160
not necessary to prove service in action by................................ 1160
who may bring action in absence of 1160
Service
conclusively presumed in action by father or mother................ 1160
SEE£) GRAINS
Northern Development
powers of department as to purchasing and furnishing............ 439
SEED GROWERS' ASSOCIATION
continued as body corporate ..
SEPARATE SCHOOLS
792
3928
Accommodation
duty of board as to providing 3872
Accounts
duty of board as to laying before auditors 3872
penalty for not giving information to auditor 3892
Agreements
with municipality for sum in lieu of rate...................................... 3883
with teachers, how to be made 3875
must be with qualified persons 3877
proportioning salary to number of teaching days on which
employed 3877
absence on account of sickness or dental treatment 3877
salary to run after termination of agreement until paid.... 3877
relief of board disputing payment on reasonable grounds 3877
disputes to be determined in division court ..........;................. 3877
Annual Report
by trustees to Minister 3873
penalty for not transmitting 3892
Appeal
from Minister to Lieutenant-Governor in Council in certain
matters 3887
Appointment and Powers
see Vocational Education
Assembly
members of, to be visitors 3886
834 INDEX.
SEPARATE SCHOOLS-Continued
Assessment
exemption from, for public school purposes,.
who to be deemed supporter " ..
notice need not be renewed .
withdrawing support .
non-resident supporter " .
index book _,_ .
assessor to be guided by entries in index book
correction of errors in index book .
owner and occupant or owner and tenant.
of corporation, rating for separate schools
Athletics
powers of urban board to make grants for
Audit
duty of treasurer of rural board
..... 3877
.....3877.3878
3878
3879
3879
3880
388.
3880
883'3882
3874
3864
Auditor
board to appoint annually .
fJ.leeting for appointment of, duty of rural board
Ballot
resolution adopting use of, in urban elections ..
3872
3874
8869
Blind
report of rural board to Minister of children unable'to attend
school............... 3876
Board
of trustees, duties and powers of .
urban board only .
rural board only .
Borrowing Powers
of rural board for teacher's salary............. ..
authority of trustees to pass by.laws .
levying rates to pay debt .
debentures' ......
sinking fund
publication of by.law .
By·law
for creation of debt. requisites of .....
3872
3874
.3874,3876
..3874,3876
888'
388G
3885
.....3885.3886
3886
. 3886,3886
Cadet Corps
powers of urban board .
Casting Vote •
at election of urban trustees
Chairman
election of, by board ..
penalty lnr not transmitting minutes
Clerk
of J!lunic!pality to enter nC?tice of withdrawal of support
dutlcs WIth rcgard to notIces .
duties with regard to index book : ..
return of arrears of taxes .
to give trustees annual statement of supporters and assess-
ment
3874
3870
3871
3891
888.
3880
388.
3882
3882
and maintaining 3883. 388~
l~OEX.
SEPARATE SCHOOLS-Conlinued
Collectors
in unorganized territory .
du~ of trustees to appoint
dutIes and liabilities of .
Coloured Sepatate Schools
commencement .
supporters, who to be .
trustees, election of .
who may vote . .
corporate name and powers . .
establishment of .
location in townships. council to fix
legislative grant. right to participate in .
public school money. not to share in
rates. exemption fJ:'om _ ..
returns to inspector .
inspector to transmit to cleJ:'k . .
duty of clerk . _._ .
wards, union of ..
application of general provisions to .
assessment and collector's roll, right to use .
Committee of Management
appointment of. by urban board
Continuation Schoola
rights of trustees as to establishing
Contracts
trustees not to be interested in .
83,
3861
3872
3872
3851
3851
3857
3858
3S5~
3851
3851
3858
3858
3858
3858
3859
3859
3858
3859
385~
8874
3890
Controverted Election
investigation of complaints 3870
powers of judge 8871
application of Municipal Act 3871
Corporations
apportionment of school ass~ssment 3881
Corporate Name of Board .. 3860
County Grant
rates to be levied by council equivalent of legislative grants.. 8884
fifth classes _........................................................... 3884
apportionment between courlties in union 3884
fifth forms .. 3884
where pupils fJ:'om two or mON! counties 3884
....3884..3885
.3884,3885
Deaf and Dumb
N!port of rural board to Minister of children unable to attend
school.............. . .
Debenture Debt
liability of property formerly in union territory .
right of school supporter while debt unpaid
Debentures
powers of trustees as to raising money by .
sinking fund for .
Dental Treatment
right of teacher to salary during absence for
8876
3866
3878
3877
836 INDE..."{.
SEPARATE SCHOOLS-Continued
3890
Disagreements
between board and municipal authority or public school inspec-
tor, Minister to decide 3887
appeal from Minister to Lieutenant-Governor in Council.. 8887
Disturbances
to school or meeting, penllity
Division Court
settlement of disputes as to teachers' salaries in.
"'"Easter Vacation
duration of and suhstitutitln of other periods for part of.. 3889
3812
38130
38130
3887
3850
38131
38137
38&9
38139
................. 3870
. 3870. 3871,38S7
3875
3879
Election
of trustees, at meeting establishing school
of rural board '.. . ..
in urban municipality '" .
ballot, resolution for adoption of
abolition of , .
incgularitiell in . .
disputes as to, how decided .
to fill vacancies in school board
non-resident, place of voting .
Establishment
notice of, to head of the municipality .
who may convene meeting for .. .
in proximity to existing school, complaints. how determined..
Estimates
duty of board as to laying, before council when no collector
appointed
EJ[aminations
duty of teacher as to holding 3876
3873
................3877, 3878
3879
ExemlltiOnS
indigent person, notice to clerk ....
from payment of public school rates ..
where supporter of school in another municipality
Fences
duty of board as to constructing and maintaining .. 3872
Fifth Form
duty of county council as to levying equivalent to legislative
grant
Finandal Statement
preparation and reading of, at rural school meeting..
·Grading
powel'S and duties of trustees of urban board as to
Heads of l\Iunidpal Corporation
to be visitors .
3884
3875
3874
38136
Holidays
what days to be
Indu Book
duty of clerk as to
right of inspection
3889
3880
3830·
1 DE-X.
SEPARATE SCHOOLS--Continued
837
PAOli
Indigent Person
. exemption of, from rates ...._............................................................ 3873
Industrial School
removal of pupils to, duty of trustees................ 3873
Inspection
schools and registers to be subject to .. 3886
Inspector
teacher to furnish information 3876
of public schools to be visitor 3886
disagreement with, how decided 3887
superannuation ! 3887, 3888
right to retirement 3887
not to be teacher or trustee 3889
Im'estment
of superannuation fund' . 3888
Judges
to be visitors .. 3886
Legislative Grant
right of school in unorganized territory to share in 3861
Meetings
for establishment of school who may convene 3860
notice of 3860
in unorganized territory 3860,3861
of rural school supporters 3862
place of, to be appointed bv board 3874
duty of secretary of rural board as to giving notice 3864
for nomination and election of trustees in urban municipalities 3867
duties of trustees of rural board with respect to........................ 3874
disputes as to, to be decided by Minister...................................... 3887
penalty for disturbing 3890
for neglecting to transmit minutes to inspector 3891
of board, or~anization, election of chairman 3871
castmg vote 3871
subsequent meetings 3871
special meetings 3871
presiding officer 3871
quorum 3872
Mid-summer Vacation
substitution of other periods for part of 3889-
IHitary Drill
appropriation to provide uniforms for 387~
Minister
to be visitor 3886:
to decide disputes as to establishment of school and proceed-
ings at school meetings 3881
Minutes of School Meeting
chairman to transmit to Department.......................... 3863
penalty, chairman neglecting to transmit to inspector............ 3891
Model School
may be constituted by Minister...................................................... 3887
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3588
..........3891, 3892
Money
investment of ..
personal responsibility of trustee for loss by neglect
Municipal Corporation
duty as to making up deficiency in rates uncollected
collection of rates _..
agreement with, as to payment in lieu of separate rate
heads of, to be visitors .
3882
3882
3883
3586
Municipal Grant
right to share in
•
3886
3879
8879
deemed supporter
Nomination
of trustees in urban municipality............................ . 3867-3869
Non-resident
of what school to be
where to vote ,..
Oath
at voter where ballot used at urban ejection
Occupant
joint assessment with owner, liability .
Ontario Educational Association
travelling expenses, attending meetings of ...
Owner
joint assessment with occupant, liability
3870
3681
. ....3873; 3S74
3ill1
3878
8889
3889
3890
3890
3891
3892
3892
3892
......3892, 3893
Penalty
fraudulently giving notice claiming exemption from public
school rates ..
use of unauthorized text books .
making false declaration of right to vote .
trustees refusing to sern after election, or ading after dis~
qualification .
disturbing school meeting or school .
chairman neglecting to transmit minutes of meeting
refusing information to auditor .
trustee neglecting to transmit annual report to Minister .
falsifying reports and registers .
recovery and application of .
Poll
at rural school elections or
at urban elections
where ballot adopted
questions 3863
...3867,3868
3869
PJ"operty
duties of teacher as to .
wrongfully withholding money, papers, etc ..
remedy by summary proceeding before judge......
3876
3891
8891
Protestant Separate Schools
application of general provisions as to .
asscssment and collector's roll, right to use
commencement . .
establishment of .
legislative grant, right to participate in .
3859
3859
3867
3857
8868
INDEX.
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Protestant Separate Schools-Continued
location in townships, council to fix 3857
public school money, not to share in 3858
rates, exemption from 3858
restriction upon right to establish 3858
returns, to inspector 3858
inspector to transmit to clerk 3859
duty of clerk 3859
supporters, who to be 3857
trustees, election of ,. 3857
who may vote 3858
corporate name and powers 3859
wards, union of .. 3858
Quorum
of urban board 3872
Rates
collection of, in unorganilled territory 3861
duty of board as to collection of 3872
notice to clerk for exemption from public school rates 3877, 3882
notice not required to be renewed.. 3878
time for giving notice after becoming resident 3878
certificate of receipt of notice 3878
fraud, penalty for 3878
rates imposed before separate school established 387!l
supporters, who to be deemed 3878
withdrawal of support, liability for public school rates............ 3879
index book 3880
mistakes, correction of 3880
proceeds of, to be kept distinguished by collector 3880
corporation, distribution of assessment 3881
powers of board as to imposing and collecting........................ 3882
council to make up deficiency...... 3882
collection of, by municipal collector 3883
agreement with municipality for sum in lieu of 38 3
rate to 'be levied by county council equivalent of legislative
grant 3884
Register
duty of trustees as to providing 3873
duty of teacher to keep and deliver up 3876
inspection of, under regulations 3886
Regulations
meaning of 3859
schools and registers to be subject to 3886
Report
by trustees to Minister 3873
duty of teacher as to preparing 3876
penalty, trustee signing, when false 3892
Roman Catholic Clergy
to be visitors 3886
Rural Board
appointment of auditor by Minister 3865
Rural Schoo]
meaning of . 3859
corporate name 3860
trustees, number and term of office 3861
vacancies 3 62
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Rural School-Continued
annual meeting "............. 3~G2
order of business ..........................................................• 3362
chairman and secretary 3B62
conduct of election 3862, aB63
objection to voters 3363
closing poll ."..... 3363
afternoon meeting 3363
minutes to be sent to Department 3363
calling meeting in default of regular meeting.. 3364
trustees, election of . 3361
pollin$" at election and on school questions 3863
organization of board 3864
secretary, duties of 3864
treasurer duties of 3864
selecting or changing site for school house.. 3865
separation, where school established in union school section 3866
not to affect liability of property for debentures 3866
meetings of board 3871
Salariel>
quarterly payment of teachers by rural board .
of teachers, rights as to . .
disputes as to .
Sanitary Matters
duty of board as to providing for , , \ .
School House
duties and powers of board as to acquiring or renting
Secretary or Treasurer
meaning of . .
duties of, in case of rural board .. .
to preside at meetings of urban board till chairman elected
duty of trustees to appoint .
who may be . .
duties and liabilities of .
withholding delivery of books, property, money, etc...
summary proceedings for compelling account
duty as to furnishing information to auditor
Security
liability of trustee neglecting to take
Separate School
meaning of
3874
3877
3877
3872
3872
3860
3864
3871
3872
3872
3872
3891
3891
3892
3891
3MO
Sickness
right of teacher to salary during absence for.
Sinking Funds
provisions as to .
Sites
selection or change in, by rural school board .
disposal of, when no longer required .
duty and powers of board as to acqUiring or renting..
meeting for selection of, duty of rural boards
Special Meeting
duty of secretary of rural board as to calling.
of board, how called .
3877
. 3884, 3885
386538"3E73
3874
38&1
3871
3877
3877
3879
3879
3879
3879
38 0
38 0
38 1,3882
SEPARATE SCHOOLS-Continued
PAGE
Superannuation
of those who contributed before 30th March, 1886 3887
repayment to widow, etc., on death 3 87
allowance upon retirement 3 7
period of service 38 7
extra allowance in certain cases 3888
when retiring allowance to cease .. . 3888
resuming profession. suspension of 3888
forfeiture of, for drawing when not entitled 38 8
repayment of one-half on withdrawal...................................... .. 3888
grants for establishment or aid of funds in city or town 3888
investment of fund by board . 3888
upporters
who to be deemed .
notice to clerk ..
where to vote .. ..
non-resident, liability of .
rights as to assessment ..
withdrawal, notice and effect of .
index book .
correction of mistakes in assessment .
corporation. distribution of assessment .
Surgical Treatment
powers of board as to providing. 3875
Teachers
duty of board as to providing 3 72
duty of board as to notifying Department of names. etc 3872, 3873
payment of tra....elling expenses when attending meetlngs of
Ontario Educational Association 3873.3874
duty of trustees as to employment and pa)Tffient of 3874
quarterly payment by rural board . 3874
agreements, requisites of 3875
duties .. .. . .. . 3876
text books, when authorized to exchange . . 3876
qualification . .. 3877
salary. rights as to.. 3877
model school for .. 38 7
right to retirement .. 3 7
superannuation .. . . . 3 87-38 8
punishment for use of unauthorized text book 38 9
trustees not to be .. .. 3889
penalty for keeping false regi tel' or making false l'eturn 3892
Tenant
joint assessment with owner, liability.. 3881
Terms
number and duration of 3 89
may be changed in rural schools . 3889
Te. t Books
powers of board as to providing 3 74
change by teacher on approval of trustees 3876
use of, when unauthorized. liabilit)· of teacher.. . . 3 89
Treasurer
duty of, in case of rural board 3864
duty of trustees to appoint 3872
duties and liabilities of : 3864.3872
board to give orders on. for expenditure 3873
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388'
388'
3889
38'0
3890
3890
8890
8690
8391
3B91
3391
3B92
3B92
3B92
3B92
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Treasurer-Continued
liability, neglecting to take proper security..... 3891
not to withhold delivery or account for books, moneys, etc... 8891
summary proceedings for compelling account 8891
duty as to furnishing intormation to auditor 8892
Trustees
first election of . S860
notifying the Department 3860
corporate name and powers 3860
election of, rural board . 8860, 3861
quorum _......................................... . 3864
number and tenure of office in urban munieipality 8866
number of, may be limited to six by resolution 8867
effect of adoption of resolution . ,.. 3867
retirement of 8867
election of, in urban municipality.... 3867
quorum . 3872
duties and powers of boards . 8872-3875
urban boards only 8874
rural boards only ,.. , , 3874,8875
duty of board as to notifyins;:- department of names, etc. 8872
vacancies, duty of remaining trustees as to filling 8875
new election, conduct of 8875
written llpproval required to change of text book '.............. 8876
powers WIth regard to establishment and maintenance of con-
tinuation school............... . 3883, 8884
complaint against election of rural ,...................................... 8887
in city or town. special arrangements as to superannuation
fund .
powers as to terms and holidays ..
disqualification for holding certain offices
vacating seat on conviction of crime or for insanity or absence
not to be interested in contract with board ..
may receive payment as collector. secretary or treasurer..
not disqualified by interest in newspaper receiving certain
business . .
penalty for refusing to serve after election ..
attending meeting after disqualification..... . .
liability for neglecting to take proper security .
wrongfully withholding delivery of books, pTOperty, money.
etc ,....... . .
summary proceedings for compelling account .
duty as to furnishing information to auditor .
penalty for delaying to transmit annual report to Minister .
penalty, signing false report.. . .
personally responsible for moneys lost by neglect .
Union Schools
formation of
corporate name
3365
3365
Unorganized Territor}'
establishment of school in 8860, 8361
legislative grant to school.......................... 3861
collection of rates 3861
Urban Board
trustees, num])(!r and tenure of office 3866
meeting for election of trustees....... . 3867.3368
conduct of election........ . 3867.8368
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Urban Board-Continued
use of ballot at election .
oath of voter .
casting vote ..
irregularity, when not to void election ..
investigation of complaints by county judge.
corrupt practices .
Urban School
meaning of .
Vacancies
conviction, insanity or absence of trustee .
8'3
3869
3870
3870
3870
3870,3871
3871
3860
3889
Vacation
duration of
substitution
..............................................
of other periods for part of..
3889
3889
Visitors
duty of teachers as to keeping and delivering up visitors
book 3876
teacher to give access to register, etc. 3876
to be notified of holding of examinations.... 3876
who to be _.... 3886
SET OFF
Tail .
see Judicature .
SETTLED ESTATES
Application to Court
who may make .
concurrence or consent required .
notice to persons not concurring or consenting .
dispensing with .
when may be by advertisement .
refusal when application lor private bill has failed
saving rights of non-eonsenting parties
costs may be charged on land .
Barring Entail
see Estates
Base Fee
leases which may be made by holder of .
persons under disability, how represented .
Building
mortgage may be authorized for purposes of
,<3
.. 1171,1172
11'12
1172
1172,1173
1173
1173
1173
1175
1424
1176
1178
1159
1170
Building Lease
nominal rent may be reserved for first five years 1167
Building Sale
consideration may be rental
Co-parceners
application to court 1172
844 INDEX.
SETTLED ESTATES-Continued
Costs
payment out of proceeds of salc, etc .
to be a charge or to be raised by sale or mortgage.
order as to .
1174
1175
1175
Court
determining what are settled estates 1166
authorizing leases and on what conditions 1166.1167
vesting power to lease in trustee " .. 1168
conditions as to requiring approval of lease by.. p. ••••• 1169
dedication and maintenance of streets, squares, etc., by direc-
tion of 1170
persons entitled to apply to . 1171, 1172
Covenants
what to be inserted in leases
Dedication
streets, squares, etc.
Dower
what leases may be made by tenant
Drains
dedication and maintenance of land for
Easement
sale of, may be authorhed
Encumbrances
mortgages may be authorized for removal of
payment of out of proceeds of sale
Express Powers
court not precluded by .
Gardens
dedication nnd maintenance of land for.
Highways
dedication and maintennnce of land for
.," ..
.......... 1168, 1177
1170
1177
1170
1170
1169
1174
1175
1170
1170
Imllrovements
mortgage may be authorized for purpose of .
application of proceeds of sale .
Infant
guardian acting for ....
Insolvent
assignee acting for .
Interest
application of, when purchase money in respect of leases paiJ
pny~~~Ot ~i,u~nd·i~g··~pp-li~·~i·i·~·~··~i·p~~~·~·~d~·~f-~~i~ .
Joint Tenants
application to court
1171
1174
1178
1178
1174
1174
1172
lNDEX. 845
SETTLED ESTA~Continued
1175
1176
1177
1178
1177
1177
1177
1178
1166
1167
1167
. 1167, 1177
1167
1167
1167
1167
1167
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
1168
, 1168, 1169
1168
1169
1174
Lease
power of court as to .
renewal may be provided for
waste, not to be permitted by
deed in duplicate .
investment of portion of rent in certain cases
rent, reservatIOn of , .
timber, cutting of, not to be authorized __ ..
statutory right of re-entry .....
when to take effect in pos~ession ..
covenants and additional conditions
surrender of .. . .
authority to make of whole or part of estate
contracts for, power to authorize .
evidence on application .
direction as to who shall be lessor
power to authorize, how exercised .
power to make may be vested in trustees ., .... _.....
condition as to approval of court not to be inserted _ .
application of interest on purchase money in respect of .. , .
validity not to be questioned on 2round of want of jmisdie_
tion . .
without application to court, who may make
confirmation of title ... .
validity, extent of . .
concurrent action by persons concurrently entitled
conditions at .
fonn of . , .
powers under other statutes not affected .
Legal Proceedings
sanction of court for 1170
Legislation
sanction of court, application for .
court not to grant application after refusal of
Lunatic
committee acting for
1170
1173
,1178
Married Woman
application by ....._ 1178
)'ears
Minerals
mining leases, investment 01 portion of rent .
nominal rent may be reserved for first five
excepting from sale of land
rentals, how applied
1167
1167
1170
1174
1175
. 1169, 1170
1170
1171
1171
Mortgages
authorization by court .
costs may be ordered to be raised by
executiOn, direction of court as to . .
maintenance of streets, etc., may be provided by , .
validity not to be questioned on ground of want of juris-
diction . .
Notice
orders not invalidated by want of, when ..
Orders of Court
how far conclusive .
1175
1175
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tenant for life, etc., to be subject to conditions
... . 1167.11'17
SEITLED ESTATES-Continued
Ornamental Timber
sale of not to be authorized
Private Bill
sanction of court of sp:plication for .
court not to grant apphcation after refusal of
Re-entry
leases by
as to
1170
111'0
111'3
11'07 .
1167
1170
1170
11'10
Remainder
reverting to settlor, etc., and not disposed of by settlement 1166
Renewals
without application to court .
Rent
investment of portion in case of mining lease, etc. 1167
lcnse subject to statutory right of re-entry 1167
conditions as to in lease without application to courL.......... 1177
consideration fOl' building sale may be 1170
Repairing Lease
nominal rent lllay be reserved for first five years
Reversion
reverting to settlor, etc., and not disposed of by settlement.... 1166
Rights
sale of may be authorized ..
reservation of on sale
Sale
authorization by court 1169
building purposes, consideration may be rental........................ 1170
costs may be ordered to be raised by............................................ 1170
reservation of minerals, etc. 1170
conduct of, practice as to 1170
execution of deed, direction of court as to 1171
maintenance of streets, etc., may be provided for by.................. 1170
proceeds how applied 1174
validity not to be questior,ed on ground of want of jurisdic.·
tion 11'15
Settlement
estates in remainder, etc., not disposed of by 1166
terms of to determine what are settled estates 1166
Sewers
dedication and maintenance of land for 1170
Squares
dedication and maintenance of land for
Statutory Powers
under any other Act not affected
Tenant by Curtesy
lease by.. .. .
leases of unsettled land by ...
11'18
1176
11'17
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PAO.
1172
1167
1170
1167
1170
1177
Tenant for Life
tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct to be .. 1166
leases which may be made without application to court 1176. 1177
Tenant for Years, Determinable on Life
leases which may be made without application to court 1176. 1177
Tenant in Dower
lease by 1176. 1177
leases of unsettled land by........................................... 1177
Tenant·in-tail
concurrence in application to court 1173
leases which may be made without application to court 1176.1177
Tenant Pur Autre Vie
leases which may be made without application to court ....... 1176, 1177
Tenants in Common
application to court for sale, etc ..
Timber
lease not to authorize cutting ..
sale of may be authorized .
leases by tenants for life, not to authorize cutting.. .. .
Trustees
vesting power to lease in .. 116, 1169
striking out improper conditions . 1169
concurrence in application to court . 1172
notice of application to be given to 1173
Waste
leases not to be made by tenants for life, etc., without im-
peachment of ..
Watercourses
dedication and maintena:Jce of land for .
SETTLEMENT OF NORTHERN ONTARIO
see orthem Development 437
SETTLERS
Forestry
removal from unsuitable lands to new locations
Free Grants to
see Public Lands .
468
426
SEWERAGE SYSTEM
Municipal
entrusting management to commission 3225
SEWERAGE AND SEWAGE DISPOSAL
see Municipal Institutions ..
Local Improvements .
Public Health ..
2692
2951
3352
SHALL
Interpretation
to be construed as imperative . 11
848
SHARES
Execution
procedure on seizure of ..
INDEX.
PAD.
1224
..........1676, 1576
Charging Orders
powers of Supreme Court as to making .
SHEEP
Provincial Highways
running at large on _ .
see Dog Tax and Sheep Protection
SHEEP BREEDERS' ASSOCIAnON
continued as body incorporate..
SHERIFFS
Advertisement.8
publication of
Annual Returns
of fees and disbursements..
Appointment
how made .
revocation of, on failure to furnish security _ .
Assignments and Preferences
when sheriff' may be assignee.,
AUachment
right to demand payment of fees before executing _ .
,..
3684
19'
317
305
299
301
3"
301
Bailiff
not to purchase goods or lands offered for sale by him under
process 302
penalty for misconduct _. .. 802
Bailiwick
sureties not affected by changes in boundaries of .
Books
what to be kept in office .
cost of, how provided .
to be property of the Crown .
penalty for withholding .
right of ex-sheriff to in~pect
Cash Book
to be kept in office, what to be entered in
Certificate of Executions Against Lands
what to include.. . .
to include claims under Creditors' Relief Act
Consolidated Revenue Fund
fee for attendance at non jury sittings of county court charged
on . .
payment out of, to make income of officer up to $1,800 .
304, 305
30'
307
307
308
'0'
303
303
309
309
SHERIFF~Continued
INDEX. 849
Constable
not to purchase goods or lands offered for sale by him under
process 302
penalty for misconduct.................................................................... 302
appointment of, to attend at courts................................................ 305
Conveyance
execution of, where land sold before death, resignation or
removal : 308, 309
Coroner
not to purchase goods or lands offered for sale by him under
process :................................................... 302
penalty for misconduct 302
County Court
fees for attending non jury sittings.............................................. 309
Courts
attendance at 305
appointment and control of court crier and constables for at-
tendance at 305
fees when acting under orders of.................................................. 305
duty as to aiding and obeying...................................................... 941
Creditors' Relief Act
certificate of execution to include claims under " 303
Crier
appointment and control of.................... 305
fees for attendance at non jury sittings of county court.... 309
Crown Attorney
acts as sheriff pro tempore when there is no deputy................. 307
Death
See Vacancy in Office infra
Deputy
security to extend to acts and omissions of.................................. 302
prohibition as to shop keeping and trading.................................... 302
not to purchase goods or lands offered for sale by him under
process 302
penalty for misconduct....................... 302
Disbursements
books to be kept for entry of.. 304
annual return as to............................................................................ 305
Districts
payment of salary................................................................................ 314
Duties
changes in, not to affect security................................................ .. .. 301
Election Trials
expenses of providing court, etc....................................... . 248
Elisor
not to purchase goods or lands offered for sale by him under
process 302
penalty for misconduct '" .. 302
850
SHERIFFS-Continued
Escape
extent of liability for
mDEX.
.....
802
Exeeution
sheriff, deputy, etc., not to purchase goods or lands offered for
sale 3(12
for amount found payable on reference of bill of casts against
solicitor .. . 306
distribution of estate among executi",n and other creditor"
See Creditors' Relief
Execution Against Lands
purchases at sale under, prohibited... 302
certificate as to _.................................... SOS
include claims under Creditors' Relief Act..... 80S
maximum fees for.... 303
limitation as to months in which sales may take place in Mani-
toulin and Rainy River............................................................ 804
execution of deed where sale before death, resignation or
removal 808, 309
Exeeution Books
to be kept in office, what to be entered in
Fees
maximum payable on certificate of exeeution against lands. 303
book to be kept for entry of.. SO(
annual return of..... 305
when acting under order of court.... 305
right to demand payment in advance.. 806
recovery of, from solicitor.... S06
attendance at non jury sittings of county court... 309
allowance where net income does not amount to $1,800............ 309
percentage payable to Province.......... 312
supplementing fees by sabry in districts....................... SI(
criminal matters, See Administration of Justice' Expenses.... 1836
Fines, Penalties and Forfeitures
duty as to returns of .
Forfeiture of Office
for making false returns of process
Fraudulent Debtor
liability for escape of ..
...
302
1210
Gaol
care of and appointment of gaoler . 2822
Inspector of Legal Offices
annual return of fees and disbursements to .
quarterly returns as to fines, etc., to .
Judge of the Mining Court
attendance on
80'SO.
.62
Judgf'-S
attendance upon 30'
Justice of the Peace
disqualification of sheriff 1279
SHERIFF~Continued
INDEX. 851
Manitoolin, District
limitation as to months in which sales of land under execution
may take place in........ 304
:\Ierchandise
trading in, prohibited......... 302
Mileage
right to demand payment before executing process...................... 306
tisconduct
penalty and liability for : · ·.. 302
rtfunicipal Council
disqualification for membership in.................................................. 2713
Xotices
publication of in Gazette or newspaper.......................................... 317
Oath
of office and allegiance, taking and filing...................................... 300
as to fees and disbursements in office.......................... 305
Office
transfer of, to incoming sheriff........................................................ 308
Office Hours 303, 304
Penalty
misconduct in execution or return of process 302
duty as to returns of.......................................................................... 305
non-return of fines, penalties and forfeitures __ 305
withholding books, instruments, moneys, etc., after vacancy
in office occurs _....................... 307
Prisoners
transfer of custody of, on vacating office.................................... 308
Process
punishment for misconduct in execution or return of 302
forfeiture of office for making false returns as to........................ 302
right to demand payment of fees on delivery of........................ 306
not to be served when not properly stamped....... 361
penalty 363
limitation of actions, when acting under........................................ 1296
Process Books
to be kept in office, what to be entered in.................................... 304
Quarterly Returns
of fines, penalties and forfeitures.................................................. 305
Railway and ~Iunicipal Board
assistance to 2626
Rainy River
limitation as to months in which sales of lands under execu-
tion may take place.................................................................. 304
Removal or Resignation
See Vacancy in Office infra
852
SHERIFFS-Continued
lXDB.'X.
where land sold before death, :resignation
................ 808, 309
Replevin
goods seized under process not repleviable
execution of order..
Security
fixing amount, minimum .
how furnished .
revocation of appointmellt on failure to furnish .
not affected by change in boundaries of bailiwick or in duties .
examining and taking copy of . .
action against surety alone, right to maintain .
discharge of surety on payment of, or judgment for full
amount of covenSTlt . .
stay of proceedings against surety............... . .
to extend to acts or omissions of deputy or of sheriff pro tern.
Shop Keeping
prohibition of .
Solicitor
enforcing payment of sheriff's charges by
Superannuation
provisions as to, to extend to
Tax Sales
execution ot d~ed
or :removal
1141
1141
300
301
301
301
801
301
301, 302
802
302
802
306
292
Toronto, City of
spedal provision
Trading
prohibition of
as to . 299, SOO
302
Unstamped Process
not to be served .. __ ._ .
penalty for serving .
Vacancy in Office
security to extend to acts and omissions of deputy and sheriff
pro tern. . . _ .
deputy to act and continue office .
when Crown Attorney to act pro. tem _ __ ..
property in and disposal of books, instruments, moneys, etc...
duty of outgoing and incoming sheriff
execution of deed where land sold prior to
continuance of action in name of successor .
Venue
in action against sheriff, when jury required., .
Vexatious Actions Against
see Public Authorities Protection .
361
363
302
306
307
307
308
S08, 809
309,
303
1293
........................... 299. 300
Writ of Summons
service of, endorsement of time of receipt at office.. 303
delivery back to plaintiff if not served in 10 days.. 303
when cost of mileage and service to be allowed on taxation 803
failure to return, liability of sheriff for costs 803
York, County of
special provision as to
I. DEX.
SHOPS
See Factories, Shops and Office Building ..
SHORT FORMS
53
PAoa
3449
Conveyances .. .. 1437
Leases .. 1442
covenant to pay taxes, effect of striking out,--exception as
to local improvements '" 1942
lortgages 1447
SHORTHAND WRITERS
see Stenographic Reporters
SHOWS
see Travelling Shows .. .. .
SIGHT
. see Optometry .
SIGNBOARDS
Highway Improvement
controlling and licensing
SILICOSIS
compensation for injury by.. .
SILVER
Pawnbroker
not to melt until a'lthorized .
'lee also Unwrought Metal Sales .
SLANDER
see Libel and Slander .
SLAUGHTER HOUSES
Municipal By-Laws
prohibiting or regulating and inspecting .
Inspection by Veterinar)' .
Establi hment by :Municipality ..
SMOKE
Nuisance
when deemed to b~ .
SNOW ROADS AND FENCES
Crown
lands of, subject to entry .
Erec:tion of Fences
power to enter upon land .
2092
3286
2149
691
1870
2140
627
1154
2843
3383
3392
....) I
32 4
32 4
854 I~OE.'i:.
SNOW ROADS AND FENCES-Continued
Fence Viewers
to act as arbitrators .
appeal from award of., , .
provisions of The Line Fences Act to apply .
Railwa}'s
erection and removal of
Remo"al of Fences
when causing drifts . , .
compensation for ,... . .
by council on default of owner ..
collection of costs of ,._ ,
duties and fees of arbitrators and appeals from
power to enter on lands _... . .
Double Tracks
power of county council to make and nature of
right of road.. . .
duties and powers of path.masters , .
calling out persons liable to statute labour ..
application of commutation of statute labour .
case of county acting on default of township... ..
application of provisions to townships in districh
Penalties
for refusing to work on roads .
for refusing to turn out of wrong track.,
recovery of .....
Vehicle
meaning of
3283
3284
"84
2520
8283
"'"32833284
3284
3284
3282
3282
3282
3282
3282
3283
3283
3283
3283
3284
3282
Statute Labour
work in keeping highways open to be allowed as.. 3282
commutation fund, application of 3282
SOFT DRINKS
provincial tax on
see Luxury Tax.
SOLDIERS
Memo1'ial Homes
establishing, and exemption from taxation
Municipal By-Laws
for ercctin~ clubhouses for
granting aId to returned ....
Wills
validity of
SOLEMNIZAnON OF MARRIAGE
2881
'''''2832
.....1477, 1478
see Marriage , ,. 1879
JNDE."<. 855
,."..
197'7
197'7
1977
1978
1978
1979
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
Admission to Praetice
rules and regulations as to .
British subject or oath of allegiance pre-requisite
barristers of ten years' or five years' standing ..
notice and fees .
Quebec barristers who have been called to bar of Ontario.
service under articles .
examination and oath . .
proof and certificate of service .
where contract or affidavit cannot be produced .
compliance llrith regulations as to lectures and examinations
notice of application, publitation when required .
evidence required in case of applicant from another jurisdic-
tion . 1981.1982
certificate of fitness 1982
oath of allegiance and of office 1982
form of oath of office . 1982
certificate of admission ..... 1982
fees payable to Crown·.... 1982
SOUCITORS
1993
1994
1991
1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1983
1983
1983
1983
1991
1991
1991
1991
1991
1992
1992
1992
1992
...... .1992,1993
1992
1993
1993
Agreemt'nts 'VitI. Clients
gross sum. commission, petv;entage or salary may be payable
under .
commission and percentage to be payable only for non-
contentious business and conveyancing .
approval by taxing officer. when required .
referring to court or judge for opinion ..
order of court or judge . .
party and party costs not affected .
client limited to amount payable to solicitor .
claims for additional remuneration. exclusion of..
liability for negligence, etc.• not to be affected ....
disputes under. how determined .
enforcement or cancellation by court .
re-opening and directing reference to taxation
approval of, when made by fiduciary .
liability to estate for payment without approval .
purchase of interest in subject or result of litigation not vali-
dated .
generally not subject to taxation .
Alphabetical List
duty of secretary as to keeping .
certified copy of roll to be sent monthly to secretary .
entries of names added to roll ....
posting up list .
Annual Certificates
to be obtained before end of November.
not to be issued until fees paid up . .
not required until November after admission
fine for neglecting to take out . .
penalty for prnctising without taking out
suspension for default in taking out . .
local and other court officers to send annual list of practition·
ers . .
Articles and Sen' ice
contract to be filed in Central Office
when service to date from .
consequences of not filing within three months .
solicitor not to have more than four clerks under articles
order of court for assignment or discharge of articles
1979
1979,1981
1979
1979
1979
D-34
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SOLICITORS--Continued .
Articles and Sen'ice--Continued
termination of articles by death, ete., of principal ..
to be actual _ .
allowance for time on active military service.
fee payable to Crown on filing articles, etc .
limitation of proceedings for striking off the roll for defech
in articles _ .
1979
1980
1981
198'
1986
l'}93
1979
1983
1984
1982
1982
1982
1982
1982
1983
. 1977, 1978
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
Barrister
certificate of fitness, when entitled to .
after ten years' practice .
after five years' practice and passing examination
notice of application .
application, form of .
fees
Quebec barristers
Central Office
articles of clerkship and assignments, etc., to be filed in
alphabetical list to be posted up in ._................. . .
officer in charge to transmit annual list of persons practising
Certi6cate '
of admission, to be signed by registrar .
fee on .
of fitness, when benchers may grant ..
endorsement of fiat for admission
filing . .
annual, to practise .
Champertous Agreements
not to be valid .
1990
1990
1991
Commissioner for Taking Affid.avits
·solicitor to be ex-officio .... 1213
Committee
agreement with solicitor to be submitted to senior taxing
officer 1993
liability to estate for payment without approval 1993
Contempt
unqualified person praetising to be guilty of .... 1978
committal to gaol _............................................... 1985
solicitors under disability, if practising, to be guilty of 1984
Conveyancing
rules as to mode of remuneration for.
officer on taxation to consider skill, etc., involved ,
agreement with client for commission or percentage
Corporation
collection of costs where solicitor or counsel paid by salary....1995, 1996
C,,,'"
not recoverable when practising during imprisonment or sus-
pension _ .
delivery of bill before bringing action
proof in action for recovery of ..
solicitors bill of, requirements as to .
reference for taxation, obtaining order on praecipe
not to be directed after judgment or after twelve months
from delivery.... ...... ..
exceptions under special circumstances
direction as to costs of reference
1984
1986
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
SOUCITORS--Continued
INDEX. 857
1987
1987
1987
1987
1988
Costs-Continued
taxation ex parte on non-attendance .
on order for delivery of bill, bill to stand referred to proper
officer .
credit for amounts received for client and refund of sur-
plus .
costs of reference .
action not to be brought without leave .
amount found due to be payable on confirmation of certifi-
cate 1988
delivery up of papers, etc., by solicitor on payment by client 1988
reference to be to proper officer in solicitor's county............ 1988
authorizing action on bill within one month .. 1988
taxation where bill paid by party not chargeable as principal 1988
right to reference 1988
court considering special circumstances 1988, 1989
order for delivery of bill . 1989
where third party entitled to an account from client 1989
re-taxation under special circumstances........................................ 1989
payment not to preclude taxation .. .. 1989
taxing officer may require assistance of officer of other court 1989
consideration of skill labour and responsibility on taxation.... 1990
applications against solicitor, how intituled................................ 1990
effect of taxing officer's certificate.............................................. 1990
rules as to method and principles of remuneration for con-
veyancing 1990
agreement with client for payment of gross sum, etc 1991-1993
accepting security for 1994
interest chargeable on 1994
right of mortgagee solicitor or his firm to 1994, 1995
director of trust company entitled to for professional services 1995
recovery of by corporation employing salaried solicitor ·or
counsel 1995, 1996
Counsel
collection of costs by corporation when, paid by salary 1995, 1996
County Court
officers not to practise 1986
County Court Clerk
to send in annual list of persons practising 1984
Court
jurisdiction over solicitors not affected 1996
Criminal Matters
rules of court as to fees 1336
Deputy Clerk of the Crown
to send in annual list of persons practising .. 1984
Deputy Registrar
to send in annual list of persons practising.......................... ... 1984
when not prohibited from practising............................................ 1985
Directors
right to professional charges out of estate in hands of trust
companies 1995
858 INOE.'C.
SOLICITORS--Continued
Disqualification from Practising
practising while a prisoner or suspended
for acting as agent for unqualified person
for non-payment of moneys received .
of certain offieers of the courts .
while engaged in mercantile business
District Court
officers not to practise..
1984
1985
1986
1986
1985
1986
Division Court
officers not to practise " . 1986
Documents
delivery up by solicitor 1988
Drainage Referee
not prohibited from practising......
Enrolment
fiat of admission
certificate of .
oath of office .
1986
1982
1982
1982
. 1980.1981
1981
1980.1982
Eltaminations
for admission to practice .
preliminary or enh'ance, 3crvice dates from
for certificate of fitness.... . .
F...
tariff for sessions .
in criminal matters, rules of court as to .
for services, not recoverable by unqualified persons .
on certificate of fitness to barrister from Quebec .
what payable to Crown before admission as solicitor .
annual, certificate not to be issued until paid .
not recoverable when pnctising while disqualified
solicitors bill of, requirements as to .
97.
133.
1978
1978
1982
1988
1984
1986
Fines
for not taking out annual certificate..
Guardian
agreement with solicitor to be submitted to senior taxing
officer .
liability to estate for payment without approval.. .
""
1993
1993
Imprisonment
practising during, to be contempt of
no fees to be recoverable..
court . 1934
1934
Interest
chargeable on disbursements and costs after notice
Juran
exempt from serving as .
tampering with, penalty
Justice of the Peace
disqualification of solicitor .
unqualified person not to practise before..
1994
1070
1105
1279
19'18
SOLICITORS-Continued
Il'DEX. 859
PAOE
Law School
attendance reckoned as part of service.. 1980
Law Society
power of See Law Society of Upper Canada.............................. 1963
Lectures
regulations as to attendance must be complied with 1981
Limitation of Proceedings
striking off the roll for defects in articles 1986
Lists
of solicitors enrolled 1983
of solicitors taking proceedings in courts.................................. 1984
Local Master
not prohibited from practising 1985
Local Registrar
to send in annual list of persons practising.......................... .... 1984
Mercantile Business
prohibition against practising while engaged in or connected
with 1985
Militia
allowance for time of student on active service........................ 1981
loney Lending
when not required to register as money lender :.............. 2133
Mortgagee Solicitor
costs of preparing mortgage. etc., recoverable by 1994.1995
right to recover costs of proceedings subsequent to mortgage. 1995
• Tegligence
agreement for non-liability for, void............................................ 1992
Non-contentious Business
agreement with client for commission or percentage................ 1991
Oath of allegiance
form of 295
Oath of Office
administration of. upon enrolment.............................................. 1982
Official Arbitrator
not prohibited from practising 1986
Official Guardian
not prohibited from practising 1985
Official Referee
not prohibited from practising........................................................ 1985
Party and Party Costs
agreement with client as to remuneration, effect of................ 1991
Penalty
fine for omitting to take out annual certificate........................ 1984
practising without certificate 1984
officers of court practising if prohibited........................................ 1985
860 INDEX.
SOLICITORS-Continued
Percentage
agreement for payment on amount recovered void .
rAoa
1998
PreJimin8l'Y Examination
service to date from 1981
Prisoners
practising to be contempt of court
Private Detectives
solicitors not required ~ register as
Quebee
terms of admission of barristers from .
Registrar
not to practise .
"84
2147
1978
1636
Roll
monthly !iat at additions to be sent to secretary 1983
.............. , ..1995. 1996
Suspension
for not taking out annual certificate .
practising during, to be contempt of court .
no fees to be recoverable ..
permitting name to be used by suspended solicitor...
]994
]993
1986
1986
1986
1986
1336
1977
1977
1985
1985
1986
1990
1996
1984
1985
]984
1984
1984 •1984
1977
1990
J990
list of persons practising
between guardian, trustee, etc., and
Striking Off' the Roll
for acting as agent for unqualified person .
for default in paying over money............. .. .
limitation of, proc:eeding3 on defect on articles, etc.
notice to the Law Society . . . . . . ....
Supreme Court of Ontario
rules as to fees in criminal matters .
~oli.ci~r~ to be office;~ ot. .
JunschctlOn over sohcltors .
officers not to practise : .
penalty ..
exceptions ..
rules as to method ·and principles of-remuneration for'convey-
::Incil\&' . ..
saving as to jurisdiction of....... . .
Surrogate Court
registrar to send in annual
officers not to practise
Senior Taxing Officer
approval of agreement
Bolicitor ...
Rules
and regulations by benchers as to admission .
powers of judges of Supreme Court as to making ..
may be made as to rem~neration in conveyancing matters...
Salaried Solicitors
recovery of costs by corporation employing
Security
may be accepted from client
SOLICITORS--Continued
lNDEX. 861
Taxation
may be demanded within twelve months after payment 1989
Taxing Officer
approval of agreement with client as to remuneration 1993
Tru t
tru tee solicitor entitled to allowance for professional services 1508
Trust Company
right of director to receive professional charges for services
to estates 1995
Trustee
appointment of solicitor as agent of.............................................. 1493
agreement of, with solicitor to be submitted to senior taxing
officer 1993
liability to estate for payment without approval.................... 1993
Unqualified Practitioners
consequences of acting as agent for............................................ 1985
committal for practising 1978, 1985
SPARK ARRESTERS
Forest Fires Prevention
regulations as to use of 3551
Threshing lachines
to be provided with..... 3604
SPECIAL CLASSES
see Auxiliary Classes...................................................................... 3807
SPECTACLES
see Optometry
STALLION ENROLMENT
Ad,'ertisement
particulars to be stated in '" .
2149
3598
Board
appointment of 3597
power 3S to making regulations... 3599
Breeding
requirements as to evidence of..................................... 3597
Certificate of Enrolment
issue of and renewal 3597
particulars as to, to be printed on breeder's card.. 3598
original certificate to be exhibited at time of service................ 3598
862 INDEX.
STALLION ENROLMENT-Continued
Fees
to be collected on stallions enrolled at time of service
for certificate of enrolment .
special inspection .
payment over to Trcalurer of Ontario .
Inspection
requirements as to....
appeal to Board from .
Ownership
requirements as to evidence of ..
enrolment must be in name of actual owner
Regulations
powers of Board as to making .
Service Fees
who may colleeL .
STANDARD HOTELS
3698
3597
3598
3599
3597
3598
......... 3597
......3591.3598
3599
3598
registration of guests in 3343
penalty for false..... . .. 3343
see also Liquor Control .. 3340.3341
STATIONARY AND HOISTING ENGINEERS
Appeal
from Board to Minister
Board
meaning of ..
appointment of ..
staff .. .
appeal from .
annual report of .
rights as to entering premises. etc..
penalty for interference with ..
Certificates of Plant Registration
regulations as to fees for ..
issue of ..
to be exposed to view
Certificates of Qualification
regulations as to ..
issue of .
examinations for .
revocation, cancellation or suspension of ..
registration of holder-s of .
may be granted provisionally ..
operating without ..
bow to be kept .
2118
2113
2114
2114
2116
2116
2116
2116
2114
2115
2115
2114
2115
2114
2115
2115
2115
2116
2116
. 2114, 2116
E:uminations
regu4ltions as to ..
who eligible as candidates .
Exceptions
when Act not to apply .
.. 2114
........2114, 2115
INDEX.
STATIONARY AND HOISTING ENGINEERS-Continued
863
Factory Inspector
duty of 2117
Fees
regulations as to
Gas Plant
what to include
Hoisting Plant
what to include
2114
2113
2113
Horsepower
meaning of 2113
duty as to giving notice of 2115
Impersonation
by candidate for examination, penalty............................................ 2116
fuQ~~ •
powers as to 2116
interfering with, penalty for 2116
Officers
appointment of 2114
Penalty
.for interfering with inspector........................................................ 2116
impersonating candidate for examination.................................. 2116
operating without certificate .-.............................................. 2117
recovery of 2117
Qualification
of members of board of examiners... 2114
Regulations
power to make 2114
Steam Plant
meaning of 2118
STATISTICS
Labour Department
collecting and compiling 756
STATUTE OF FRAUDS
see Frauds, Statute of 1376
STATUTE LABOUR
Abolition of Labour
township by-law for............................................................................ 3107
Amount of Labour
in municipalities 3106
in unincorporated townships.............................................................. 3110
864 INDEX.
STATUTE LABOUR-Continued
3105
Commutation
in police villages 2923
township fixing amount of. 3106
of labour of non·residents...................... 3107
collection of on default of performance of labour.............. 3108
collection of tax on default of payment by owner or tenant.... 3108
money received, where to be expended 3108
in unincorporated townships 3111
collection by sheriff of arrears in unincorporated townships .3112,3113
Eumption
of certain persons .
Farmer's Son
liability of
Fires Extinguishment
work done, to be credited on labour ..
3107
3,.3-
3107
3113
certain to municipal treasurers..
MilitAry or Naval Servi~e
exemption of persons when on full payor on actual service 3105
Militia Force
members of exempt unless assessed for property 3105
Non·Residents
commutation of labour of 3107
Overseer of Highways
expenditure of commutation money by...... 3108
Penalties
payment of
recovery of .
Performance of Labour
amount required and regulations as to .
penalty for non.performance .
prohibition as to non·residents ..
time for in unincorporated townships
Poll Tax
by·laws for levying and collecting ..
certificate of release from............ . .
payment of by employer, to collector .
collection of and penalty for neglect to pay ..
Residents
performance of labour in division where resident
Road Allowances
opening of by road commissioners in unincorporated to\\'Dships
filing plans of in Department .
Road Commissioners
in unincorporated townships, election 01......... . ..
number of.... . .
term of office . .
first meeting of....... . ..
power to open road allowances .
when plans of roads to be filed with department .
to oversee work. .
payment and general powers of.................. . .
expenditure of commutation moneys by.. . .
election of successors .. ..
3106
3107
3107
3110
3106
3106
3106
3107
3106
3110
3110
3108
3109
3109
3110
3110
3110
3111
3111
3111
8112
INDEX.
STATUTE LABOUR-Continued
65
PAoa
Road Commissioners--Continued
books to be kept by............................................................................ 3112
entry of defaulters.......... 3112
return of arrears to sherUf................................................................ 3112
arrears after two years not to be paid to...................................... 3113
penalty for neglect to serve................................................................ 3113
Sailors
exemption of 3105
Sheriff
collection of arrears of commutation in unincorporated town
ships 3112,3113
Snow Roads
work in keeping open to be credited on 3282
Unincorporated Townships
time for performance of labour........................................................ 3110
amount of labour in........................................... 3110
commutation. penalty for neglect to perform labour 3112
collection of arrears of commutation by sheriff 3112. 3113
STATUTES
Amendment
by Act passed at same session.. 12
Annual Report
on printing and distribution.............................................................. 13
Citation of 12
Clerk of Assembly
endorsement of Acts by.... 12
to furnish copies of Acts to King's Printer.................................... 13
Commencement of Act
date of. endorsement by Clerk 12
when no express provision made 12
Construction
See Interpretation 1
Courts .
to give effect to statutoD' rights and duties_................................... 909
Distribution
how method prescribed .. 13
annual report to Assembly as to.. 13
Enacting Clause
form of 12
Endorsement by Clerk
effect of . 12
Evidence
how proved 1202
King's Printer
printing. publication and distribution by........................................ 13
annual report on printing and distribution.................................. 13
866 INDEX.
STATU~ontinued
Printing
how method prescribed .
annual report to Assembly as to .
Proclamation
bringing into force by ,_,
Publication
how method prescribed
Referenc:es to
how made ....
Repeal
by Act passed at same Session .
Ultra Vires
protection of judges, etc., acting under ..
Validity of
action to test, at suit of Attorney-General .
notice to Attorney-General, when question raised .
reference to divisional eourt or judge. See Constitution Ques-
tions . . .
STEAM BOILERS
Boiler Inspection Company
employment of to make inspection.
P",OIl
13
13
13
13
13
13
1296
91.
913
1277
'606
Certificate of Inspection
issue of and fee for .
penalty for non-payment of fee .
Evidence
power of inspector as to.......
penalty for refusal to give .
Inspector
appointment and powers of
penalty for obstructing .
witnesses, summoning of by
certificate of and fee for.
penalty for not pa;ring
appeals from to Minister
3607
3607'
.......3606,3607
3607
3606
8606
360.
3607
. 8607
8607
Penalties
to be paid
recovery of
to Provincial Treasurer 3607
3607
Regulations
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council to make .
when to take effect .
STEAM THRESHING ENGINES
Spark Arresters
engines to be provided with ..
penalty for not providing ....
recovery and application of
3605
3606
3604
S604
8604
D'OE.X.
STENOGRAPHIC REPORTERS
Association
meaning _ _ _ .
power as to holding real estate ..
members, who may be .. ..
powers as to education and training . ..
examinations .
students organized into affiliated society .
by.laws .
council .
president, vice-president and other officers ..
honora~' membership .
annual meeting .
limiting terms of diploma and certificate
restriction upon use of title ..
suspension and expulsion of members .
fees and penalt)·, ncovery and application of .
ex-members to haye no claim to property
Annual Meeting
prescribing time and place for holding
By-laws
powers of associati"n as to passing .
two-thirds vote required to pass or alter .
Certificate of Competeney
powers of association as to granting.
as to limiting term of
Chartered Stenographie Reporter
who may be .. . .
penalty for wrongful use of title ..
867
20S2"
20S2
20S2
20S2
2QS2
2QS2
20S2
2093
20S3
2094
2094
2094
2094
209'
2095
2095
2094
2092
2092
2092
2094
2092
2096.
Chartered Stenographic Reporters' Association of
association to mean .....
Ontario
2092
payment .
Classes
powers of association as to establishment of .
Coroner's Inquest
employment and
Couneil
how composed .
election to be held annually
qualifieation of members .
honorary members not eligible ..
tenn of office .
vacancies . .
quorum. . .
election of office"!'s by.... . ..
duty with respect to keeping ~gister
2092
1324.
2093
2093
2093
209'
2093
2093
2093
2093
2091.
County and Distriet Courts
appointment for . . 9'31, 956
Diplomas
See Certificate of Competency supra
Education
powers of association as to .
8G8 INDEX.
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STENOGRAPHIC REPORURS-Continued
Evidence
effect of register as .
Examinations
powers of association as to
council may prescribe fees for
Expulsion
powers of association as to .
F..,
wlthholdmg diploma or certificate 10l:: non~p.nyment of
council may fix . .. . .
recovery of ..
Honorary Membership
how granted .
not to entitle recipient to vote or be a member of counciL......
Inquests
employment and payment
Lectures
powers of association as to establishment of n •••
Local Courts
appointment for . .
Membership
of the association _ .
for special attainments .
honorary membership . .
ex-members to have no claims on property or funds
Officers
appointment of, by council
powers as to removal by council
Penalty
for wrongful use of title
application of
President
elcction of, at close of annual meeting _._ .
vice-president to act in case of vacancy in office..
Quorum
of council ....
Real Estate
powers of association as to
Register
secretary to keep .
effect of, as cvidencf'
Secretary
election of, at close of annual meeting
Students
establishing classes, lectures, etc., for
organization of affiliated society .
1'101:
2094
"'''2094.
2095
209'
209<
209.
209<
2094.
"2<
2002
931,956
2092
200.
2094
2095
2093
2093
2095
2095
2093
2093
2093
2092
2094.
2094
2093
2092
2092
INDE.~.
STENOGRAPHIC REPORTERS-Continued
869
Supreme Court
appointment for and duties 931
oath 931
fees 928
Suspen ion
powers of association as to 2096
Treasurer
election of, at close of annual meeting 2093
Vice-President
election of, at close of annual meeting :...................... 2093
STOCKS
Charging Orders
powers of Supreme Court as to making........................................ 947
Execution
procedure on seizure of 1224
Provincial Tax
on transfer of, see Corporations Tax........................................ ...... 400
STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU
Sale of Goods
right of unpaid seller........................................................................ 1703
STREET RAILWAYS
Fatal Accidents
inquest compulsory 1316
Taxation of
for Provincial purposes, see Corporations Tax............................ 391
~ee also Railways 2471
SUBPOENA
Disobedience to
renders liable to action as well as to committaL....................... 1199
SUBURBAN AREAS DEVELOPMENT
Agreement
city and board may enter into.......................................................... 2991
what may be included........................................................................ 2991
approval of Railway and Municipal Board.................................... 2991
matters arising under,-how divided................................................ 2991
where local improvement system adopted...................................... 2992
Area
township by-law setting apart.......................................................... 2990
agreement with city as to municipal services.... 2991
special rates in...................................................................................... 2992
Board
establishment, election and organization...................................... 2990
powers and estimates of.................................................................... 2991
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SUBURBAN AREAS DEVELOPMENT-Continued
Elections to Board
to be same as for members of counciL .
Local Improvements
by-law and special rates for ..
Municipal Service
meaning of , " .
Railwll}' and l\tunidpal Board
approval of llR"reement by and jurisdiction of
Township Council
by-law setting apart suburban area.
estimates of board to be submitted to .
to pass by-Jaws and levy rates for local improvements....
Urban Municipality
meaning of
SUCCESSION DUTY
Action
recovery of duty by .
Aggregate Value
meaning of
Allowances
for debts "",.n "" .•
for duty payable elsewhere
Annuities
subject to duty
valuation of ...
Beneficial Interest
meaning of. . .
value of, how determined .
Caution
right of Treasurer under Land Titles Act. .
Certificate of Payment
when Treasurer may give
effect of . ..
Child
meaning of
Commission of Inquiry
powers of Treasurer as to appointment,
Curtesy
liability to tax in respect of
......\
2990
2992
2990
2991
2990
2991
2992
2990
358
329
3<.
341,349
'<3353
3~9
3<.
358
35'
355
339
359
3<.
Debts
allowances for ,.......... . .
refund of duty upon payment of M • •••••••••••••• .. •••
34'358
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SUCCESSION DUTY-Continued
Dil"isional Court
appeals to .
Donatio Mortis Causa
property taken as, subject to duty .
Dower
liability to tax in respeet of .
Dutiable Value
how determined .
meaning of : ..
Duty
See Tax infra
Executor
no personal liability for duty .
Exemptions
when no duty to be levied .
remission in case of persons killed in war .
gifts in favour of certain relatives .
Fees
of judges, registrars, solicitors, etc .
Foreign Executive
not to assign securities in Ontario until duty paid ..
Insurance
policies of, subject to duty .
Interest in Expectancy
meaning of .
determination of value ..
Im'entory
duty as to filing .
surrogate judge may inquire into correctness of ..
Joint Owners
liability to tax _ .
Life Estate
determination of value .
Passing on the Death
meaning of .
Property
meaning of .
when to be deemed liable to duty ..
passing on death .
donatio mortis causa .
in favour of joint interest .
pass~~ ~der settlement, etc ..
annUities, msurance, etc .
dower and curtesy .
not to be transferred until duty paid : ..
duty on, when not disclosed on application for probate ..
Regulations
powers of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making .
871
p.a.oa
353
342
344
340
339
357
341
341
341,344
358
350
343
339
353
350,351
352
342
353
339
340
342-344
342
342
342
343
343
344
350
351
360
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SUCCESSION DUTY-Continued
Security
accepting lump sum as
Settlements
liability of property passing under
Sheriff
may make valuation of property under direction of surrogate
judge , .
fees
351
343
852.
363
Surrnglltp. Judge
may inquire
appeal from
into correctness of inventory.. 362
363
Tar
rates of .
when due and payable .
extension of time for payment. . .
interest on prepayment " .
time for payment when income accumulative .
time for payment on interest in expectancy
commutation of further payments .
powers as to raising amount necessary to pay
recovery of, by action
Treasurer
meaning of .
may determine duty payable in certain cases
may extend time for payment of duty..
Valuation
by sheriff under direction of surrogate judge..
appeals from surrogate judge to Divisional Court
SULPHUR FUMES
Agreement
settlement of claims by
344-349
36.
354,357
3..
366
366
8"367
368
8"356,351
367
362
363
625
Arbitrator
appointment, powers and duties of . 625, 626
Compensation for Damages
determination of .... 625, 626
626
EJ:penses of Act
how payable
Nickel-Copper Smelters
award of damages for injury by fumes from.............................. 625
Notice of Damage
bow and when to be given .
disallowance of claim in default of .
Regulations
power to make .
625
626
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Appeals
from convictions when to lie to general sessions ., 1300
to division court 1300
from order of court, on certificate of Attorney-General 1301
to be to Appellate Division.......................................................... 1301
provision as to costs...................................................................... 1301
Bail
powers of police officer as to taking .
return of .
Certiorari
not to be granted where defendant has appealed ..
Constitutional Questions
appeal from order of Supreme Court or general sessions ........
Conviction
return of, when to be made ..
appeal from .
enforcing .
Costs
power as to ordering paYment of .
recovery of ..
when defendant not to be ordered to pay ..
Criminal Code
application of provisions of ..
Division Court
appeals to .
Fees
what may be taken on proceedings ..
General Sessions
appeal to .
appeal from on certificate of Attorney-GeneraL .
Imprisonment
term of, when to commence · ..
Justice
meaning of ..
Penalties
time for payment of ..
Seal
1299
1300
1300
1301
1299
1300
1301
1298
1298
1301
1297
1300
1301
1300
1301
1301
1297
1297
absence of, not to invalidate 1300
Search Warrant
powers as to issuing........................................................................ 1299
execution 1299
how things seized to be dealt with....................... 1299
Suspended Sentence
po,vers of magistrate as to............................................................ 1298
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SUMMARY TRIALS COURT
see Controverted Elections
SUMMER RESORTS
Reruse
disposal of at ....
Sanitary Precautions at
health regulations as to
SUNDAY
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227
3885
8357
Bake-Shops
labour prohibited without permit..
Barber Shops
labour prohibited in ._ _._ .
Railw:l.YS
prohibition against operation on .
parks not to be used for games on .
SUPERANNUAnON OF TEACHERS AND INSPECTORS
High Sehools
powers as to making grants
3477
3477
2582
2586
'84'
Public Schools
provisions as to subscribers to "Ryerson Fund" 8798
powers as to retiring allowances ,..................... 8800
Teachers' and Inspectors' Superannuation Fund
see Teachers' and Inspectors' Superannuation ,.................. 3904
SUPREME COURT
Allowances to Judges
out of Consolidated Revenue .. , , .
Interpretation
meaning or
~ce Judicature ..
SUPREME COURT OF CANADA
Sec Dominion Courts \ ,
SURETY
11
9.2
901
Assignment or Debt
right to, on payment
SURETY COMPANIES
.,.... 1667
Order-in-Council approving, to be published in Ontario Gazette 925
SURGERY
see Medicine and Surgery . 1999
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SURROGATE COURTS
Accounting
appeal from judge on taking accounts .
oaths of persons obtaining grants
by executor·trustee .
allowance of accounts by courl, how far binding. __
by guardian appointed by surrogate court .
extent of jurisdiction of judge .
notice of proceedings ..
sen-ice on Official Guardian or Public Trustee.
appointment of accountant to assist in audit
at whose instance compellable .
Administration
general jurisdicition as to grant or revocation .
not to be granted to non-residents ..
save as to re·sealing foreign grants
which courl may grant .
where judge is an applicant .
effect of letters .
where deceased has no fixed residence in Ontario
application by other than nen of kin .
temporal')' grant where next of kin absent from Ontario
notice to surrogate c1erk......................................... . .
when application made by two or more persons.
caveat against grant.. . _ __
during infancy of executor.. __ .
pendente lite .
certificate of grant, how obtained_
to whom granted................ . .
appointment at request of persons interested ....._....
appointment by court under spEcial circumstances
appointment of trust company .
after grant no one to act as executor.
grant ma:r be limited to personal estate ..
filing and verification of inventories on application.
fees on increased valuation for succession duty .
on renunciation by executor................... . .
security required on grant ..
revocation of authority on failure to give security..
substitution of new security by _ .
effect of approval of accounts by judge _ .
jurisdietion of judge on passing accounts .
who may require accounting .
fees where estate of small value .
security Tequired on resealing grant by courts of United
Kingdom or other British possessions . .
removal and substitution of new administrator, See Trustee
Administration Pendente Lite
when granted
Administration with Will Annexed
grant to guardian of infant executor...
Ancillary Probate
grants by British or colonial courts .
Appealsjurisdiction of divisional court_..... . .
to divisional court_ .
when permitted . .
motion for new trial "' "' .
from decision on taking accounts .
in contest!ltion of claims against estates .
875
981
987,989
992
992
993
993
993
993
993
991
979
979
979
979
980
980
983
983
983
98'
98'
98'
98'
996
98.
98.
98.
987
987
987
987
987
988
988
988
989
989
992
993
99'
99'
99'
1499
986
98'
99'
911
981
981
981
981
991
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SURROGATE COURTS-Continued
Board of County Judges
tariff of fees and rules may be made by
Caveats
lodging, included in common fo:'m business
how lodged . _ .
notice of to be given to and by surrogate clerk ..
Charitable Trusts
notice to Public Trustee on passing accounts ...
Common Form Business
definition of .
caveats included .
Contentious Business
removal into Supreme Court by order.. __ .
citation of all parties interested......
Contestation of Claims
notice of by personal representative .
application by creditor for order allowing claim..
notice _. .. .
when to be made to division rourt judge
appeal from order of judge . .
directing action . .
consent to trial in surrogate eourt .
fees and costs .
application of provisions to claims not presently payable .
issue of commission to take evidence out of Ontario .
taking evidence de bene esse .
claims by representative to recovery of personal property..
Costs
scale of on contestation of claim.
tariff of, how made and approved _
County Court
trial of questions of fact by jury aL .
jurisdiction on questions of trials of fact by jury .
County Court Judge
when to be ex-officio Judge
Court of Record
every court to be
P.OII;
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"
'"'S.
'90
'90,.,
""'81
>9'
'81
'81
>9,
>9,
'92
'92
,.,
".
'so
'SO
'"
".
Creditors
contestation of claims against estate.. 990
right to require accounting by executor or administrator... 992
Exeeutors
citation of to prove or renounce.. __ 985
forfeiture of executorship on failure to appear.... ... 985
infant, grant of administration with will annexed to guardian 985
administration on refusal to act, or incompetence of................ 986
not to act after grant of administration 987
rights of to cease on renuncl3tion of probate by . 988
may be reqUired to account for trusteeship . 992
effect of approval of accounts... 992
jurisdiction of judge on passing accounts.. 993
who may require accounting by.................... 994
appointment, removal or substitution by Supreme Court, Bee
Trustees .. 1499
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Fees
when acting judge entitled to................. ...
not to be taken by surrogate clerk or registrar unless allowed
scale of on contestation of claim .
on grant where estate of small value .
what payable to Crown .
how reckoned .
payment to junior judge of amount proportionate to .
tariff for officers and practitioners .
PAoa
977
979
991
994
995
996
996
996
Guardian
of an infant executor may be granted probate during minority 985
security for accounting 989
revocation of appointment on failure to give security.............. 989
substitution of new security by......................................... 989
effect of approval of accounts by judge.............................. . 992
where accounts may be passed by..................................... 993
fees on grant of letters where estate of small value.................. 994
powers and duties of courts as to appointing, removing, etc-
See Infants 1916, 1917
Husband
grant of administration to .
Infant
administration when appointed executor .
service of notice of passing accounts, on official guardian ..
jurisdiction as to custody of. See Infants. .. .
Insolvency
appointment of administrator in case of .
Insurance
limitation of fees where estate consists of .
In'\"entory
may be directed by court ..
filing and verification of .
of subsequently discovered property .
in case of limited grant .
Issue
trial of by jury .
Judge
to preside at sittings .
appointment and tenure of office .
when county court judge to be ex officio ..
illness, absence or vacancy, who to act .
vacating when county court judgeship vacated ..
oath of ..~ .
where judge is applicant, grant by judge of adjoining county
Junior Judge
payment of amount proportionate to fees to .
Jurisdiction
in matters and causes testamentary .
in administration .
actions for legacy or for distribution of residue not to be
brought ..
986
985
993
1912
987
994
985
987
987
988
980
977
977
977
977
977
977
980
996
979
979
979
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Jurisdiction-Continued
local jurisdiction .
effeet of grant by court not having .
direction by judge of Supreme Court ..
powers when questions tried by a jury .
conclusiveness of affidavit of residence and situs .
save while application pending, when proceedings may be
stayed . .
by consent in cases of contestation of small claims .
in cases of passing accounts .
Jury
trial of questions by..
powers of the court ..
motions for a new trial.. .
Law Stamps
what fees payable in
UOI
'7',..
'"98.
'83
.83
990,991
"8
980
980
981
••5
981
Legades
actions for not to be entertained in surrogate court................ 979
Limited Administration
where grant made on account of special circumstances............ 987
exclusion of real estate 987
Lunatics
service of notice of passing accounts on Public Trustee.......... 998
New Trial
motion for to be made to divisional court
Next of Kin
application for administration by persons other than
temporary administration in absence of.
grant of administration to ..
Non·Residents
letters of administration not to be granted to .
save as to re.sealing ..
Oath
of judge .. .
of registrar .
of persons applying for grants. .. .
Office
where to be kept......
to be depository for wills
Official Guardian
notice before cancellation of security : ..
notice of contestation of claims .
right to appeal from decision .
notice of passing of accounts to be served on where infants
interested .. .
Practice
power of Judges of Supreme Court to make rulcs...
on appeal from taking of accounts .
proof to lead grant.. .
publication of notice in case of non·resident ..
988
983
985
97.
97.
'77
978
98'7
'78
978
...
.91
991
998
.38
.81
98'
.88
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Practice--Continued
notice of application for grant .
stay of proceedings where application to more than one court
direction by Judge of the Supreme Court in such case .
caveats ..
proof in solemn form ..
infant executors grant of administration with will annexed
to guardian ..
rules as to by Board of County Judges ..
in matters 'relating to infants. See infants ..
Probate
general jurisdiction as to grant or revocation ..
security required before grant to non-resident .
which court may grant .
where. ~statO! a no?-resident ..
where Judge IS apphcant.. .
effect of letters ..
disputed applications,-trial by jury as to will propounded.
removal into Supreme Court ..
proofs to lead grant ..
notice of applications .
summary determination as to rights to caveats .
proof of wills in solemn form .
enforcing proof or renunciation .
where infant executor ..
administration, pendente lite .
filing and verification of inventories on application ..
renunciation by executor .
fees where estate of small value ..
79
PAO.
984
984
984
986
985
986
996
1912
979
979
979
979
980
980
980
981
982, 983
984
984, 985
985
985
985
986
987
988
994
Proofs to Lead Grant
what required .. 982, 983
valuation for succession duty................................ 982
preparation of papers where estate of small value 994
Pro.incial Hospitals
protection of interests of patients in estates....... 990, 993
Public Trustee
notice before cancellation of security........................ 990
when notice of passing accounts to be served on... 993
Registrar
fees, record and return of................................................. . 297
percentage payable to province............................... 312
vacancy, clerk of the peace to act ex-officio....... . 961
appointment of, oath and security by......................... 978
transmission of list of grants and wills to surrogate clerk 978
not to act in certain matters . 979
collection of fees by......................................................................... 996
Re-Sealing
may be granted on application of non-resident.. 979, 995
effect of 995
Residue
actions for distribution, not to be brought in surrogate court 979
Re.ocation
powers of court as to........................ 979
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of execution and validity of will ..
SURROGATE COURT~Continued
Rules
powers of Judges of Supreme Court. . .
how made by board of county judges, approval of
Sailor
proof
Seal
provision for and approval of .
938
996
982
976
Security
by registrar on his appointment. 978
probate not to 00 ¥ranhd to non-resident without 979
by temporary administrator during absence of next of kin 983
on grant of administration........... 988
amount for each surety may be limited........... 988
reduction of amount after audit of accounts....... 989
assignment of bond and action thereon "............ 989
to require just and full accounting...... 989
new or additional security....................... 989
substitution and discharge thereon 989
cancellation of 990
on re-sealing letters of administration granted by British or
colonial courts 995
Sittings
where
judge to be held..to preside . 977977
of execution and validity of will .
Small Estates
fees on
Solemn Form
citation of persons interested.
Soldiers
proof
99'
986
982
Stay of Proceedings
where residence or situs incorrectly stated . 983
Stenographers
appointment of ..
Style of Court .
Succession Duty
notice to Provincial Treasurer before grant.
inquiring as to transfers of property since 1892..
Summary Proceedings
for production of testamentary document
in Supreme Court, to determine jurisdiction....
for order for assignment of bond .
Supreme Court
removal by order into .
direction of judge as to Surrogate Court having jurisdiction
actions in, where claims contested..
as to removal and appointment of trustees, executors, guard-
ians and administrators, See Trustees .
966
976
, 982
982
980
984
989
981
!l84
991
1484·
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SURROCATE COURTS-Continued
Surrogate Clerk
appointment of as officer of Supreme Court .
transmission of list of grants and copies of wills to .
not to draw or advise on wills, etc ..
duties with respect to notice of applications for grant .
Tariff
how made and approved ..
Trust Company
appointment as administrator .
Tl-ustee
accounting by executor acting as .
effect of approval of accounts by judge ..
Wearing Apparel
limitation of fees where estate consists of.. .
Wife
grant of administration to · ..
Will
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977
978
979
984
996
987
992
992
994
986
what to include...................................... 976
registrar's office to be depository for, of living person 978
duty of registrar as to filing all wills proved.............................. 978
copies to be transmitted to surrogate clerk................................ 978
clerk or registrar not to draw or adv-ise OD....... 979
order for production of.................... 980
proof in solemn form.................................. 985
proceedings for revocation of probate or attacking of validity 985
obtaining copies of 986
SURVEY
Boundaries
lines heretofore established continued 2068
Buildings
power of surveyor as to entering 2066
Chainman
may be required to take oath. 2066
Department
meaning of 2065
Dominion Land System Sun'e)'s
how surveyor to proceed where monument lost . 2083
townships in which only side lines were surveyed 2084
E'I'idence
powers of surveyor as to administering oath................ 2067
how to be taken dov.-n by surveyor 2067
compelling attendance of witnesses before surve~·or....... ........ 2067
Field Notes
duty of surveyor as to making 2066
Incumbrance
extension of, to closed road allowance....................... .......... . 2070
Instruments
duty of survc)"or as to testing and verifying aecuraey of .
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2068
Land
power of sun"eyor as to entering on .
Measure or Length
examination,-testing and stamping of .: .
duty of surveyor as to procuring and using.
2066
2068
2066
Minister
meaning of . 2066
2666
Monuments
original posts and monuments to govern................................. .... 2068
angles and enerio"!' boundaries to be marked by :.... 2071
where to be placed 2071
material to be used 2071
Municipal SUI'Teya
application to the Lieutenant-Governor in Council by county
council .. 2071
application to Government for survey of concession road and
side road allowance 2071, 2072
expenses,-how borne 2072
survey at instance of local municipality.... 2072
appointmcnt of surveyor by Minister 2073
notice of hearing of objections to survey.................... 2073
special lines and boundarics 2073
plan and ficld notes to be filed In registry and land titles office 2073
expenses, how payable 2078
0.....
to be administered to chainmen and others 2066, 2067
powers of .urveyor a. to admlni.tering 2066,2067
Ontario Land SUl'Teyor
survey. not valid unle.s made by _................................... 2066
Original Survey.
boundary lines confirmed ..
Penalty
obstructing surveyor in entering land or buildings.................... 2066
disobeying subpoena 2068
Plans
to indicate position of monument 2071
certificate of. surveyor 2071
Records
duty of surveyor as to preserving.
Regular Lot
meaning of _ ~ .. 2665
Re-Surve)'s
under Registry Act or Land Titles Act ._................................... 2069
allowance for roads, etc., to be public roads.............................. 2069
method of original survey to be followed.................................... 2069
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2069
2069
2070
2079
2074
2074
2075
2075
2076
2076
2076
2076
2077
2077
2068
2070
2070
2070
2082
2082
2067
2082
2082
Re-SurTeys of Sun'eyed Territory
determination of obliterated lines and boundaries .
where posts or marks lost .
where whole concession line obliterated or not run in original
gove~~;e~i~~~···::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::
where division or proof line has been run between lots .
where more than one line in original survey .
when division or proof line to go ern .
in townships laid out in sections ..
exceptions .
determining course of ..
front lines of concessions and side lines of lots,---determina-
tion of 2077,2078
broken from concessions, determination of side lines................ 2078
double front concessions 2079
where only alternate front lines ha\Te been run in original
survey .
broken front in township with alternate concessions 2079
division line between halves of unbroken regular lots 2079,2080
construction of grants of aliquot parts .. 2080
construction of surveys of land and land covered by water 2080
location of section corners 2080
where undisputed points more than twenty chains apart........ 2081
where side lines of lots not on same astronomic course.......... 2081
where concession lines not intended to be straight 2081
determining undisputed angles 2082
sUrYey of each lot to be independent of others 2082
Roads
to be public roads .
Road Allowances
to be public highways ..
property in, when not assumed by corporation ..
distri~utio~ ~f.land among owners according to their estate
In adJommg property .
where allowance closed abuts on road or stream,-how dhi-
sion to be made ..
where closed,---deed to adjoining O'l ner .
Rules
for survey in municipality, etc .
Special Re-SurTeys
adoption of original surveys of Department of Interior ..
road allowance to be one chain in width ..
lands detached from road allowance to form parts of
township sections or lots .
present quarter section or lot posts to remain .
Subpoena
issue of, to compel attendance of witnesses before surveyor
Sur'feyor
means Ontario Land Surveyor 2065
duties of, as to keeping records and field notes.......................... 2066
standard measure to be procured by.................................... .... 2066
duty as to verifying accurac~' of instruments....................... 2066
oath to be required from assistants........................................... 2066,2067
power to administer oaths 2066,2067
rights and powers as to passing o er property.......................... 2066
how evidence to be taken by........................................... 2067
compelling attendance of witnesses 2067
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True Bearing of a Line
meaning of
Unbroken Lot
meaning of
Undisputed Angle
meaning of
INDJo:X.
2065
2065
2065
by Ontario Land Surveyors.
Unsurveyed Land
effect of survey by owner .
Minister may direct surveys of
Validity of Surveys
must be perfonned
confirmation of
Witnesses
administering oath to.. . .
compelling attendance of
SURVEYORS
Accounts
how to be kept and audited .
Admission to Practice
qualifictation for . .
term 0 service of apprentice .
attenda!1ce at faculty of applied science and school of engin-
eermg . _ ..
short tenn of service, when allowed ..
notice by candidate :..
certificate of conduct, sobriety, etc ..
requirements as to field practice . .
certificate of qualification .
registration of ..
security to be given to Crown
oath of allegiance and office.. . .
Appeals
to divisional court from order of council suspending or dismis-
sing member , , .
Applied Science and Engineering
attendance as student at faculty of
2069
419
2065
2065
2067
2067
2063
2056
2056
2056
2057
2058
2058
2058
2058
2058
2069
2059
2059
2066
Apprentice
qualification for admission ...2055, 2056
payment of fee before examination ,.... 2056
notice of application for examination "......... 2056
teI'lll of service 2056
attendance at faculty of applied science and engineering........ 2056
attendance at university, etc., during apprenticeship 2056, 2057
service when admitted from other British Dominions 2057
short teI'lll of service to certain graduates 2057
death, etc., of principal, completion of term 2057
transfer of artIcles 2058
articles, filin~ and payment of fee 2058
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2063
'Assoc:iation
corporation continued .. 2051
who to be members .. .. .. 2051
powers as to real estate 2051
fines and fees to belong to 2052
by-laws 2052
council of management . 2052
annual meetings '" 2052
president and officers 2052
elections of officers and council .. 2052
how conducted . 2053
who may vote .. 2054
disqualification on non-payment of fee .. 2.054
suspension or dismissal of members 2059
attendance of witnesses, how enforced 2060
fees, what to be payable 2060
register of members 2061
Audit
of books of secretary-treasurer
Auditors
annual appointment of 2052
2057
Board of E%aminers
secretary-treasurer to be secretary of 2052
powers of . 2054
how composed 2055
term of office . 2055
vacancies, how supplied 2055
chairman of council to be chairman 2050
quorum . 2055
appointment of examiners to assist 2055
oath of members .. 2055
meetings 2055
payment of members 2055
Boundary Line Disputes
reference and report 924
By-laws
powers of association as to passing 2052
ratification by association when made by council.... 2052
Certificate of Qualification
issue of 2058
registration of 2058
Civil Engineering .
short term of service to graduates in
ContrO"l"erted Elections
enquiries and decisions as to 2054
Council
by-laws to be passed by and ratified by association . 2052
how composed . .. 2052
chairman and officers . 2052
two members to be elected annually....... 2052
term of office 2054
vacancies . 2054
powers as to suspen ion or dismissal............................................. 2059
powers as to investment 2063
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Crime
suspension or removal from regist!!r for
Ditches and Watercourses
employment and duties as to,-see Ditches and Watercourses
Document.!l
presumption as to receipt of when sent by registered post.
Drainage
employment and duties as to work undertaken on petition.
See Drainage, Municipal . .
Elections
to be held annually .
by acclamation at annual meeting .
ball<!t, ~hen to be granted .
nommatlons .
mode of conducting. . .
voting papers .
when to be delivered to secretary-treasurer .
opening and counting votes .
who may be present .
candidate having highest number of votes to be elected ..
equality of vote, how decided ..
declaration of result _ .
votinJ: for more than required .
d,ualification of voters and officers .
isputes as to, how determined .
E,'idence
power to take at enquiries .
enforcing attendance of witnesses .
effeet of register as evidence ....
2060
3638
2063
3117
2062
2062
2068
2063
2063
2063
2063
2063
2068
2063
2063
'054
'054
'054
'054
2069
2060
2062
Examinations
before admission as apprentice 2066
for admission to practice 2056
acceptance of course in university.... 2056
of persons qualified in British Dominions other than Ontario 2057
notice to be given by candidate 2058
Fees
to belong to association 2052
of members of board of examiners 2065
payment of before examination for admission as apprentice.... 2056
what to be payable to secretary-treasurer by students, mem-
bers, etc. 2060
remission of certain annual 2062
recovery of .. 2068
Field Practice
requirements of candidates for admission .
Fines
to be'ong to association
'068
.2052,2063
Funds
application of .
investment .
accounts and audit .
'068
'068
2063
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Instruments
examination of candidates as to use of : .
Line Fences
employment of surveyors by fence viewers ..
McGill College
short term of service to graduates in engineering, etc .
~Ieetings
annual .
Mining Engineering
short term of service to graduates in ..
linister
meaning of .
to be member of council .
board of examiners to meet at office of .
Misconduct
removal or suspension from register for ..
Municipal Corporations
by-laws for appointment ..
otices
presumption as to receipt of when sent by registered post ...
Oath
member of board of examiners ..
of allegiance and of office .
to be filed with provincial secretary ..
Officers
appointment of .
Ontario Land Surveyor
unregistered person not to use title .
penalty .
Penalty
practising when unqualified .
disobeying order to attend and give evidence before council
using the title of a.L.S. when unqualified .
secretary-treasurer falsifying register : ..
fraudulent registration .
proceedings for recovery of ..
application of .
who may be prosecutor .
President
to be member of council .
annual election of ..
Qualification
for admission as apprentice .
for admission to practice ..
Real Estate
powers of association as to
D---35
7
2058
3627
2057
2052
2057
2051
2052
2055
2059
2864.
2063
2055
2059
2059
2052
2062
2062
2051
2060
2062
2062
2062
2063
2063
2063
2052
2052
2055
2056
2051
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Registration
erasure of name from, on conviction of crime 2059, 2060
restoring names 2060
how register to be made al1d kept 2061
disqualification of persons omitting to register...... 2061
retirement from business, notice to secretary treasurer........ 2061
requisites for registration 2061
ratification of entries 2061
accidental omission of registration. 2062
annual publication of ..... 2062
effcct of, as evidence .. 2062
secretary treasurer making false entry in 2(162
procuring entry by fraud.. 2062
service to graduates in .
Royal Military College
short term of service to graduates
School of Mining
short term of
Secretary Treasurer
election of . ,
notice of meeting to be given by .
to act as secretary of board of examiners .
duties with regard to election .
with regard to articles of apprenticeship .
with regard to register ..... •
penalty for falsifying register
audit of accounts of .
Security
applicant for admission to give
effect of .
Suspension for Misconduct
powers of council on complaint
enquiry on oath . .
appeal from order of dismissal or suspension to divisional
court .
respondent not to practice pending decision of appeal..
on conviction for crime . _ .
restoration of name to register.. . .
enforcing attendance of witnesses .
Vice-President
to be member of council
annual election of
WitnesB Fees
of qualified surveyors attending court
SWEARING
Interpretation
includes affirming and declaring
SWINE
Provincial Highways
running at large on
2057
2057
2052
2052
2052
2058
2058
2061
2062
206B
2059
2059
21)59
21)59
2059
2060
2060
2060
2060
2052
2052
2061
•
6••
INDEX.
SWINE BREEDERS' ASSOCIAnON
889
continued as body corporate . 792
TACKING
not to prevail against registration................................................ 1559
TANNER
License required for, see Game and Fisheries.............................. 3676
TAXAnON FOR PROVINCIAL PURPOSES
see Amusements Tax 412
Corporations Tax 386
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